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THE HITCHIN–KOBAYASHI CORRESPONDENCE, HIGGS PAIRS
AND SURFACE GROUP REPRESENTATIONS
O. GARCI´A-PRADA, P. B. GOTHEN, I. MUNDET I RIERA
Abstract. We develop a complete Hitchin–Kobayashi correspondence for twisted pairs
on a compact Riemann surface X . Here a twisted pair consists of a principal bundle
and a section of an associated vector bundle twisted by a fixed line bundle. The main
novelty lies in a careful study of the the notion of polystability, required for having a
bijective correspondence between solutions to the Hermite–Einstein equations, on one
hand, and polystable pairs, on the other. Our results allow us to establish rigorously
the identification between the moduli space of polystable G-Higgs bundles on X and the
character variety for representations of the fundamental group ofX in G for any connected
real reductive Lie group G. We also study in detail several interesting examples of the
correspondence for particular groups and show how to significantly simplify the general
stability condition in these cases.
1. Introduction
In this paper we study the Hitchin–Kobayashi correspondece for L-twisted pairs on a
compact Riemann surface X . The main motivation for our study comes from non-abelian
Hodge theory on X for a real semisimple Lie group G. Our resuls allow us to establish a
one-to-one correspondence between the moduli space of G-Higgs bundles over X and the
moduli space of reductive representations of the fundamental group of X in G.
The non-abelian Hodge theory correspondence has two fundamental ingredients: one
ingredient is the Theorem of Corlette [7] and Donaldson [8] on the existence of harmonic
metrics in flat bundles, and the other grows out of the Hitchin–Kobayashi correspondence
between polystable Higgs bundles and solutions to Hitchin’s gauge theoretic equations,
established by Hitchin [12] and Simpson [23, 24, 25, 26]. While the Corlette–Donaldson
Theorem applies directly in our context, for the Hitchin–Kobayashi we need to work in
the general setting of stable pairs treated in [1, 6]. One of the main contributions of
the present paper is to establish the extension of this general correspondence to strictly
polystable pairs. This is required for having a complete correspondence with solutions to
the gauge theoretic equations and is essential for the application of the theory to moduli of
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representations of surface groups. The other main contribution lies in a careful study of the
general stability condition in several important special cases. This leads to a simplification
of the stability condition which makes it practical for applications of the theory.
We describe now briefly the content of the different sections of the paper.
In order to establish the full Hitchin–Kobayashi correspondence, in Section 2 we review
the general theory of L-twisted pairs and the Hitchin–Kobayashi correspondence over a
compact Riemann surfaceX . By an L-twisted pair over X we mean a pair (E,ϕ) consisting
of a holomorphic HC-principal bundle, where HC is a complex reductive Lie group and
ϕ is a holomorphic section of E(B) ⊗ L, where E(B) is the vector bundle associated to
a complex representation HC → GL(B) and L is a holomorphic line bundle over X . We
study in full the notion of polystability and prove the correspondence between polystable
pairs and solutions to the corresponding Hermite–Einstein equations for a reduction of
the structure group of E to H — the maximal compact subgroup of HC. This extends
the correspondence for stable pairs of [1, 6] to the strictly polystable case and solves the
problem of completely characterizing the pairs which support solutions to the equations.
The Hermite–Einstein equations combine the curvature term of the classical Hermite–
Einstein equation for polystable vector bundles and a quadratic term on the Higgs field,
which can be interpreted as a moment map (see Theorem 2.24). When the general Hermite–
Einstein equation is considered for G-Higgs bundles, we call it the Hitchin equation.
In Section 3 we study non-abelian Hodge theory over a compact Riemann surface X for
a general connected semisimple Lie group G. Let G be a reductive real Lie group with
maximal compact subgroup H ⊂ G, let K be the canonical line bundle over X and let
g = h ⊕ m be the Cartan decomposition of g. Then a G-Higgs bundle is a pair (E,ϕ),
consisting of a holomorphic HC-principal bundle E over X and a holomorphic section ϕ of
E(mC)⊗K. Here E(mC) is the mC-bundle associated to E via the isotropy representation
HC → GL(mC). These objects are a particular case of the general twisted pairs introduced
in Section 2. We study the deformations and the moduli spaces of G-Higgs bundles. An
important result is the correspondence between the moduli space of polystable G-Higgs
bundles and the moduli space of solutions to the Hitchin equations. This is well-known
when G is complex [12, 23, 24] or compact [16, 17], and a proof for any G follows from [6] in
the case of stable G-Higgs bundles. In this paper, we prove the general case of polystable
G-Higgs bundles. The result (given by Theorem 3.23) is a consequence of the more general
Hitchin–Kobayashi correspondence given in Theorem 2.24.
We then consider the moduli space of reductive representations of the fundamental
group of a compact Riemann surface X in a Lie group G. By a representation we mean
a homomorphism from π1(X) to G. A representation is said to be reductive means that
if its composition with the adjoint representation of G is completely reducible; when G
is algebraic this is equivalent to the image of the representation of π1(X) in G having
reductive Zariski closure. Combining Theorem 3.23 with Corlette’s existence theorem
for harmonic metrics [7], we establish in Theorem 3.32 the correspondence between this
moduli space and the moduli space of polystable G-Higgs bundles when G is connected
and semisimple.
In Section 4 we study how the stability condition stated in general in Section 2 simplifies
for G-Higgs bundles for various groups. This includes G = Sp(2n,R) — the group of
linear transformations of R2n which preserve the standard symplectic form — and also
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other groups that naturally contain Sp(2n,R), like Sp(2n,C), and SL(2n,C), as well as
GL(n,R).
The notion of an L-twisted G-Higgs pair is a slight generalization of that of a G-Higgs
bundle, where one allows a general line bundle L to play the role of the canonical bundle
in the definition. Some (though not all) of the results of Sections 3 and 4 apply in the
setting of L-twisted G-Higgs pairs at no extra cost and in these cases we choose to work
in this more general setting.
Acknowledgements. The authors thank Olivier Biquard, Steven Bradlow, Carlos Florentino,
Bill Goldman, Nigel Hitchin, S. Ramanan, Roberto Rubio and Alexander Schmitt for use-
ful conversations and shared insights. We also thank Olivier Guichard for carefully reading
an earlier version of this paper and pointing out a number of typos and mistakes.
2. Stability of twisted pairs and Hitchin–Kobayashi correspondence
In this section we introduce a general notion of polystability for pairs of the form (E, φ),
where E is a holomorphic principal bundle and φ is a section of an associated vector
bundle, and we prove a Hitchin–Kobayashi correspondence for polystable pairs. There have
appeared in the literature several papers (e.g. [1, 6, 15, 23]) with extensions of the original
Hitchin–Kobayashi correspondence due to Uhlenbeck and Yau [28], obtaining different
levels of generality. Lest the reader think that we have any pretension of founding a new
literary genre on slight variations of the Hitchin–Kobayashi correspondence, we now briefly
describe what are the new aspects which we consider, compared to the previous existing
papers.
The main novelty of the present paper regarding the Hitchin–Kobayashi correspondence
is the introduction and study of a general notion of polystability which is equivalent,
without any additional hypothesis, to the existence of solution to the Hermite–Einstein
equations corresponding to the type of pair considered. Polystability was of course well
understood in the case of vector bundles and some of their generalizations as vortices,
triples or Higgs bundles. However, the extensions of the Hitchin–Kobayashi correspondence
to general pairs which have appeared so far deal only with stable objects (i.e., those for
which the degree inequalities are always strict) satisfying a certain simplicity condition,
and in this sense they are unnecessarily restricted, as the intuition obtained from the case
of vector bundles suggests.
Roughly speaking, a pair (E, φ) is polystable if it is semistable and the structure group of
E can be reduced to a smaller subgroup so as to give rise to a stable pair (this corresponds,
in the vector bundle case, to the process of looking at a polystable vector bundle as a direct
sum of stable vector bundles of the same slope). Our actual definition of polystability (see
Section 2.7) is not expressed in this way, but rather in terms of reductions of the structure
group from parabolic subgroups to their Levi subgroups. The existence of a reduction of
the structure group leading to a stable object is proved to be a consequence of polystability
in Section 2.10. We also prove the uniqueness of such a reduction (which we call, following
the usual terminology, the Jordan–Ho¨lder reduction).
Strictly polystable vector bundles can be distinguished from stable vector bundles by
the fact that their automorphism group contains elements which are not homotheties.
In Section 2.9 we prove that something similar happens for general pairs. The Hitchin–
Kobayashi correspondence for polystable pairs is proved in Section 2.11. Our strategy is to
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reduce the proof to the case of stable pairs, for which we refer to the result in [6]. Finally, we
prove in Section 2.12 that the automorphism group of a polystable pair is reductive. This is
a consequence of two facts: first, that the group of gauge transformations which preserve
a pair (E, φ) and the reduction of E solving the Hermite–Einstein equation is compact
and, second, that the full group of automorphisms of (E, φ) is the complexification of
the previous group (this is a general fact, which follows formally from the moment map
interpretation of the equations).
We have included in this section some material on parabolic subgroups which is perhaps
classical but for which we did not find any reference adapted to our point of view. These
results are most of the times only sketched, but we have tried to be careful in setting the
notation, so that all the notions which we are using are clearly defined.
2.1. Standard parabolic subgroups. Let H be a compact and connected Lie group
and let HC be its complexification. Parabolic subgroups of HC can be defined in several
different but equivalent ways. Here we list some of them: (1) the subgroups P ⊂ HC such
that the homogeneous space HC/P is a projective variety, (2) any subgroup containing a
maximal closed and connected solvable subgroup of HC (i.e., a Borel subgroup), (3) the
stabilizers of points at infinity of the visual compactification of the symmetric space H\HC.
Here we use a more constructive definition: we first define standard parabolic subgroups
with respect to a root space decomposition, and then we define a parabolic subgroup to be
any subgroup which is conjugate to a standard parabolic subgroup. The reader meeting
this notion for the first time is advised to think as an example on the parabolic subgroups
of GL(n,C), which are simply the stabilizers of any partial flag 0 ⊂ V1 ⊂ . . . Vr ⊂ C
n.
Here is some notation which will be used:
H − a compact and connected Lie group
HC − the complexification of H
T ⊂ H − a maximal torus
h− the Lie algebra of H
hC − the Lie algebra of HC
t ⊂ h− the Lie algebra of T
a ⊂ hC − the complexification of t, a = t⊗R C
hs = [h, h]− the semisimple part of h
hCs = [h
C, hC]− the semisimple part of hC
z ⊂ a− the center of hC
c ⊂ hCs − the Cartan subalgebra of h
C
s defined as c = a ∩ h
C
s
〈·, ·〉 − a non-degenerate invariant C-bilinear pairing on hC
R ⊂ c∗ = HomC(c,C)− the roots of h
C
s
hδ ⊂ h
C − the root space corresponding to δ ∈ R
∆ ⊂ R− a choice of simple roots.
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Using the previous notation we can write the root space decomposition of hC as:
hC = z⊕ c⊕
⊕
δ∈R
hδ.
For any A ⊂ ∆ define RA to be the set of roots of the form δ =
∑
β∈∆mββ ∈ R with
mβ ≥ 0 for all β ∈ A (so if A = ∅ then RA = R). Then
pA = z⊕ c⊕
⊕
δ∈RA
hδ
is a Lie subalgebra of hC. Denote by PA ⊂ H
C the connected subgroup whose Lie algebra
is pA.
Definition 2.1. A standard parabolic subgroup of HC is any subgroup of the form
PA, for any choice of subset A ⊂ R. A parabolic subgroup of H
C is any subgroup which
is conjugate to a standard parabolic subgroup.
Define similarly R0A as the set of roots δ =
∑
β∈∆mββ with mβ = 0 for all β ∈ A. The
vector space
(2.1) lA = z⊕ c⊕
⊕
δ∈R0A
hδ
is a Lie subalgebra of pA. Let LA be the connected subgroup with Lie algebra lA. Then
LA is a Levi subgroup of PA, i.e., a maximal reductive subgroup of PA. Finally,
(2.2) uA =
⊕
δ∈RA\R
0
A
hδ
is also a Lie subalgebra of pA, and the connected Lie group UA ⊂ PA with Lie algebra uA
is the unipotent radical of PA. UA is a normal subgroup of PA and the quotient PA/UA is
naturally isomorphic to LA so we have
(2.3) PA = LAUA.
2.2. Antidominant characters of pA. Recall that a character of a complex Lie algebra g
is a complex linear map g→ C which factors through the quotient map g→ g/[g, g]. Here
we classify the characters of parabolic subalgebras pA ⊂ h
C. We will see that all these
characters come from elements of the dual of the center of the Levi subgroup lA ⊂ pA.
Then we define antidominant characters.
Let Z be the center of HC, and let
Γ = Ker(exp : z→ Z).
Then zR = Γ⊗Z R ⊂ z is the Lie algebra of the maximal compact subgroup of Z.
Let z∗R = HomR(zR, iR) and let Λ = {λ ∈ z
∗
R | λ(Γ) ⊂ 2πiZ}. Let {λδ}δ∈∆ ⊂ c
∗ be the
set of fundamental weights of hCs , i.e., the duals with respect to the Killing form of the
coroots {2δ/〈δ, δ〉}δ∈∆. We extend any λ ∈ Λ to a morphism of complex Lie algebras
λ : z⊕ c→ C
by setting λ|c = 0, and similarly for any δ ∈ A we extend λδ : c→ C to
λδ : z⊕ cA → C
by setting λδ|z = 0.
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Lemma 2.2. Define zA =
⋂
β∈∆\AKerλβ if A 6= ∆ and let zA = c if A = ∆.
(1) zA is equal to the center of lA,
(2) we have (pA/[pA, pA])
∗ ≃ z∗A.
Proof. Both (1) and (2) follow from the fact that for any δ, δ′ ∈ R we have [hδ, hδ′ ] = hδ+δ′
if δ + δ′ 6= 0 and [hδ, h−δ] = (Ker λδ)
⊥ (see Theorem 2 in Chapter VI of [22]). 
Let cA = zA ∩ lA, so that zA = z⊕ cA. By the previous lemma, the characters of pA are
in bijection with the elements in z∗ ⊕ c∗A.
Definition 2.3. An antidominant character of pA is any element of z
∗⊕ c∗A of the form
χ = z +
∑
δ∈A nδλδ, where z ∈ z
∗
R and each nδ is a nonpositive real number. If for each
δ ∈ A we have nδ < 0 then we say that χ is strictly antidominant.
The restriction of the invariant form 〈·, ·〉 to z ⊕ cA is non-degenerate, so it induces an
isomorphism z∗⊕c∗A ≃ z⊕cA. For any antidominant character χ we define sχ ∈ z⊕cA ⊂ z⊕c
to be the element corresponding to χ via the previous isomorphism. One checks that sχ
belongs to ih.
2.3. Exponentiating characters of pA to characters of PA. A character of a complex
Lie group G is a morphism of Lie groups G→ C∗. Any character of G induces a character
of g. When a character of g comes from a character of G then we say that it exponentiates.
In general there are (many) characters of g which do not exponentiate, but here we prove
that the set characters of pA which exponentiate generate (as a subset of a vector space)
the space of all characters of pA. This will be used to give an algebraic definition of the
degree of parabolic reductions in Section 2.6.
Let ZA be the identity component of the center of LA, and let L
ss
A be the connected
subgroup of LA whose Lie algebra is [lA, lA]. Then L
ss
A is semisimple. Define
Zss(LA) := ZA ∩ L
ss
A .
The group Zss(LA) is a subgroup of the center of L
ss
A . The center of a semisimple group
over C is finite, because it coincides with the center of any of its maximal compact sub-
groups. Hence Zss(LA) is finite. The product map ZA×L
ss
A → LA induces an isomorphism
LA ≃ ZA ×Zss(LA) L
ss
A , and projection to the first factor gives a map LA → ZA/Z
ss(LA).
Composing this projection with the quotient map PA → PA/UA ≃ LA we obtain a mor-
phism of Lie groups
πA : PA → ZA/Z
ss(LA).
In the following lemma we use the fact that Zss(LA) is finite.
Lemma 2.4. There exists some positive integer n (depending on the fundamental group of
LA) such that for any λ ∈ Λ and any δ ∈ A the morphisms of Lie algebras nλ : z⊕ cA → C
and nλδ : z⊕ cA → C exponentiate to morphisms of Lie groups
exp(nλ) : ZA/Z
ss(LA)→ C
×, exp(nλδ) : ZA/Z
ss(LA)→ C
×.
Composing the morphisms given by the previous lemma with the morphism πA we get
for any λ ∈ Λ and δ ∈ A morphisms of Lie groups
κnλ : PA → C
×, κnδ : PA → C
×.
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2.4. Recovering a parabolic subgroup from its antidominant characters.
Lemma 2.5. Let s ∈ ih and define the sets
ps := {x ∈ h
C | Ad(ets)(x) is bounded as t→∞} ⊂ hC,
ls := {x ∈ h
C | [x, s] = 0 } ⊂ hC,
Ps := {g ∈ H
C | etsge−ts is bounded as t→∞} ⊂ HC,
Ls := {g ∈ H
C | Ad(g)(s) = s } ⊂ HC.
The following properties hold:
(1) Both ps and ls are Lie subalgebras of h
C and Ps and Ls are subgroups of H
C.
Furthermore Ps and Ls are connected.
(2) Let χ be an antidominant character of PA. There are inclusions pA ⊂ psχ, lA ⊂ lsχ,
PA ⊂ Psχ and LA ⊂ Lsχ, with equality if χ is strictly antidominant.
(3) For any s ∈ ih there exists h ∈ H and a standard parabolic subgroup PA such that
Ps = hPAh
−1 and Ls = hLAh
−1. Furthermore, there is an antidominant character
χ of PA such that s = hsχh
−1.
Proof. That ls, ps are subalgebras and Ls, Ps are subgroups is immediate from the defi-
nitions. Let Ts be the closure of {e
its | t ∈ R}. Then Ls is the centralizer of the torus
Ts in H
C, so by Theorem 13.2 in [3] Ls is connected. To prove that Ps is also connected,
note that if g belongs to Ps, so that e
tsge−ts is bounded as t → ∞, then the limit of
πs(g) := e
tsge−ts as t → ∞ exists and belongs to Ls. Note by the way that the resulting
map πs : Ps → Ls is a morphism of Lie groups which can be identified with the projection
Ps → Ps/Us ≃ Ls, where
Us = {g ∈ H
C | etsge−ts converges to 1 as t→∞} ⊂ Ps
is the unipotent radical of Us. So if g ∈ Ps then the map γ : [0,∞) → H
C defined as
γ(t) = etsge−ts extends to give a path from g to Ls, and since Ls is connected it follows
that Ps is also connected. This proves (1). Let now χ = z+
∑
β∈∆ nβλβ be an antidominant
character of PA. Let δ =
∑
β∈∆mββ be a root and let u ∈ hδ. We have [sχ, u] = 〈sχ, δ〉u =
〈χ, δ〉u = (
∑
β∈∆mβnβ〈β, β〉/2)u. Hence Ad(e
tsχ)(u) = (
∑
β∈∆ exp(tnβmβ〈β, β〉/2))u, so
this remains bounded as t → ∞ if mβ ≥ 0 for any β such that nβ ≤ 0. This implies
that pA ⊂ ps and lA ⊂ ls and that the inclusions are equalities when χ is strictly domi-
nant. The analogous statements for PA, LA, Ps, Ls follow from this, because the subgroups
PA, LA, Ps, Ls are connected. Hence (2) is proved. To prove (3) take a maximal torus Ts
containing {eits | t ∈ R} and choose h ∈ H such that h−1Tsh = T and Ad(h
−1)(s) belongs
to the Weyl chamber in t corresponding to the choice of ∆ ⊂ R. Then use (2). 
Lemma 2.6. Let P ⊂ HC be any parabolic subgroup, conjugate to PA. Let χ be an
antidominant character of pA. There exists an element sP,χ ∈ ih, depending smoothly on
P , which is conjugate to sχ and such that P ⊂ PsP,χ, with equality if and only if χ is
strictly antidominant.
Proof. Assume that P = gPAg
−1 for some g ∈ HC. From the well known equality HC/PA =
H/(PA∩H) = H/(LA∩H) we deduce that there exists some h ∈ H such that P = hPAh
−1.
Then we set sP,χ = hsχh
−1. This is well defined because h is unique up to multiplication
on the right by elements of LA ∩H , and these elements commute with sχ. 
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2.5. Principal bundles and parabolic subgroups. If E is a HC-principal holomorphic
bundle over X and M is any set on which HC acts on the left, we denote by E(M) the
twisted product E ×HC M , defined as the quotient of E ×M by the equivalence relation
(eh,m) ∼ (e, hm) for any e ∈ E, h ∈ HC and m ∈ M . The sections ϕ of E(M) are in
natural bijection with the maps φ : E →M satisfying ϕ(eh) = h−1ϕ(e) for any e ∈ E and
h ∈ HC (we call such maps antiequivariant). Furthermore, φ is holomorphic if and only if
ϕ is holomorphic.
If M is a vector space (resp. complex variety) and the action of HC on M is linear
(resp. holomorphic) then E(M) is a vector bundle (resp. holomorphic fibration). In this
situation, for any complex line bundle L → X we can form a vector bundle E(M) ⊗ L
which can be identified with EL(M), where EL denotes the principal HC × C× bundle
EL = {(e, l) ∈ E ×X L | l 6= 0} and we form the associated product by making (h, λ) ∈
HC×C× act on m ∈M as λhm. Consequently, the sections of E(M)⊗L can be identified
with antiequivariant maps EL → M .
Let B be a Hermitian vector space and let ρ : H → U(B) be a unitary representation.
The morphism ρ extends to a holomorphic representation ofHC in GL(B), which we denote
also by ρ. Suppose that PA ⊂ H
C is the parabolic subgroup corresponding to a subset
A ⊂ ∆ and let χ be an antidominant character. Define
B−χ = {v ∈ B | ρ(e
tsχ)v remains bounded as R ∋ t→∞}.
This is a complex vector subspace of B and by (2) in Lemma 2.5 it is invariant under the
action of PA. Define also
B0χ = {v ∈ B | ρ(e
tsχ)v = v for any t } ⊂ B−χ .
This is a complex subspace of B−χ and, using again (2) in Lemma 2.5, we deduce that B
0
χ
is invariant under the action of LA.
Suppose that σ is a holomorphic section of E(HC/PA). Since E(H
C/PA) ≃ E/PA
canonically and the quotient E → E/PA has the structure of a PA-principal bundle, the
pullback Eσ := σ
∗E is a PA-principal bundle over X , and we can identify canonically
E ≃ Eσ×PAH
C as principal HC-bundles (hence, σ gives a reduction of the structure group
of E to PA). Equivalently, we can look at Eσ as a holomorphic subvariety Eσ ⊂ E invariant
under the action of PA ⊂ H
C and inheriting a structure of principal bundle. It follows that
E(B) ≃ Eσ ×PA B, so the vector bundle Eσ ×PA B
−
χ can be identified with a holomorphic
subbundle
E(B)−σ,χ ⊂ E(B).
Now suppose that σL is a holomorphic section of Eσ(PA/LA). This section induces,
exactly as before, a reduction of the structure group of Eσ from PA to LA. So we obtain
from σL a principal LA bundle EσL and an isomorphism Eσ ≃ EσL×LA PA. Hence E(B) ≃
EσL ×LA B, and we can thus identify the vector bundle EσL ×LA B
0
χ with a holomorphic
subbundle
E(B)0σL,χ ⊂ E(B)
−
σ,χ.
2.6. Degree of a reduction and an antidominant character. Let σ denote a re-
duction of the structure group of E to a standard parabolic subgroup PA and let χ be
an antidominant character of pA. Let us write χ = z +
∑
δ∈A nδλδ, with z ∈ z
∗
R, and
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z = z1λ1+ · · ·+ zrλr, where λ1, . . . , λr ∈ Λ and the zj are real numbers. Let n be an inte-
ger as given by Lemma 2.4. Using the characters κnλ, κnδ : PA → C
× defined in Section 2.3
we can construct from the principal PA bundle Eσ line bundles Eσ ×κnλ C and Eσ ×κnδ C.
Definition 2.7. We define the degree of the bundle E with respect to the reduction σ
and the antidominant character χ to be the real number:
(2.4) deg(E)(σ, χ) :=
1
n
(∑
j
zj deg(Eσ ×κnλj C) +
∑
δ∈A
nδ deg(Eσ ×κnδ C)
)
.
This expression is independent of the choice of the λj’s and the integer n.
There is the following, more intrinsic, way to define the degree with respect to a reduction
to any parabolic subgroup P and an antidominant character χ of p: let n be such that χn
lifts to a character χ˜ of P . Then
deg(E)(σ, χ) =
1
n
degEσ(χ˜).
We now give another definition of the degree in terms of the curvature of connections,
in the spirit of Chern–Weil theory. This definition is shorter and more natural from the
point of view of proving the Hitchin–Kobayashi correspondence (but, as we said, in this
paper we do not give a complete proof of it: we just reduce our general result to the one
obtained in [6] for simple stable pairs; this is why the reader will not find any use of the
following formula in the present paper). On the other hand, the definition in terms of
Chern–Weil theory uses obviously transcendental methods, so it is not satisfying from the
point of view of obtaining a polystability condition of purely algebraic nature.
Define HA = H ∩LA and hA = h∩ lA. Then HA is a maximal compact subgroup of LA,
so the inclusions HA ⊂ LA is a homotopy equivalence. Since the inclusion LA ⊂ PA is also
a homotopy equivalence, given a reduction σ of the structure group of E from HC to PA
one can further restrict the structure group of E to HA in a unique way up to homotopy.
Denote by E ′σ the resulting HA principal bundle. Let πA : pA → z⊕ cA be the differential
of the projection πA defined in Section 2.3. Let χ = z +
∑
δ∈A nδλδ be an antidominant
character. Define κχ = (z+
∑
δ nδλδ)◦πA ∈ p
∗
A. Let hA ⊂ lA ⊂ pA be the Lie algebra ofHA.
Then κχ(hA) ⊂ iR. Choose a connection A on E
′
σ and denote by FA ∈ Ω
2(X,E ′σ ×Ad hA)
its curvature. Then κχ(FA) is a 2-form on X with values in iR, and we have
deg(E)(σ, χ) :=
i
2π
∫
X
κχ(FA).
2.7. L-twisted pairs and stability. Let X be a closed Riemann surface and let L be
a holomorphic line bundle over X . Let HC be a connected complex reductive Lie group
and let ρ : HC → GL(B) be a representation. We denote its derivative by the same letter
ρ : hC → gl(B) and define
hρ = hs + ker(ρ|zR)
⊥,
where the the orthogonal complement is taken with respect to the restriction of 〈·, ·〉 to zR.
Thus
h = hρ + ker(ρ|zR).
Definition 2.8. An L-twisted pair is a pair of the form (E,ϕ), where E is a holomorphic
HC-principal bundle over X and ϕ is a holomorphic section of E(B) ⊗ L. When it does
not lead to confusion we say that (E,ϕ) is a pair, instead of an L-twisted pair.
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Definition 2.9. Let (E,ϕ) be an L-twisted pair and let α ∈ izR ⊂ z. We say that (E,ϕ)
is:
• α-semistable if: for any parabolic subgroup P ⊂ HC, any antidominant character
χ of p, and any holomorphic section σ ∈ Γ(E(HC/P )) such that ϕ ∈ H0(E(B)−σ,χ⊗
L), we have
deg(E)(σ, χ)− 〈α, χ〉 ≥ 0.
• α-stable if it is α-semistable and furthermore: for any parabolic subgroup P ⊂
HC which is of the form P = Ps for some s ∈ ih such that s 6∈ ker(ρ|zR), any
antidominant character χ of p such that χ 6∈ ker(ρ|zR)
∗, and any holomorphic section
σ ∈ Γ(E(HC/P )) such that ϕ ∈ H0(E(B)−σ,χ ⊗ L), we have
deg(E)(σ, χ)− 〈α, χ〉 > 0.
• α-polystable if it is α-semistable and for any P , χ and σ as in the definition of
α-stability, such that ϕ ∈ H0(E(B)−σ,χ ⊗ L), and χ is strictly antidominant, and
such that
deg(E)(σ, χ)− 〈α, χ〉 = 0,
there is a holomorphic reduction of the structure group σLs ∈ Γ(Eσ(P/Ls)), where
Eσ denotes the principal P -bundle obtained from the reduction σ of the structure
group and Ls ⊂ P is the Levi. Furthermore, under these hypothesis ϕ is required
to belong to H0(E(B)0σLs ,χ ⊗ L) ⊂ H
0(E(B)−σ,χ ⊗ L).
Remark 2.10. If we had stated the previous conditions considering reductions to only
standard parabolic subgroups of HC then we would have obtained the same definitions.
Indeed, since any parabolic subgroup is (for us, by definition) conjugate to a standard
parabolic subgroup, the reductions of the structure group of E to arbitrary parabolic
subgroups are essentially the same as the reductions to standard parabolic subgroups.
Remark 2.11. The readers who are familiar with the stability condition for principal bun-
dles as studied by Ramanathan [17] might find it surprising that our stability condition
refers to antidominant characters of the parabolic Lie subalgebra and not only to char-
acters of the parabolic subgroups (there are much less of the latter than of the former).
The reason is that in the course of proving the Hitchin–Kobayashi correspondence one is
naturally led to consider arbitrary antidominant characters of Lie subalgebras. It might
be the case that the previous conditions do not vary if we only consider characters of the
parabolic subgroups, but this is not at all obvious. We hope to come back to this question
in the future.
2.8. The stability condition in terms of filtrations. In order to obtain a workable
notion of α-(poly,semi)stability it is desirable to have a more concrete way to describe, for
any holomorphic HC-principal bundle E,
• the reductions of the structure group of E to parabolic subgroups P ⊂ HC, and
the (strictly or not) antidominant characters of P ,
• the subbundle E(B)−σ,χ ⊂ E(B),
• the degree deg(E)(σ, χ) defined in (2.4),
• reductions to Levi factors of parabolic subgroups and the corresponding vector
bundle E(B)0σL,χ ⊂ E(B)
−
σ,χ.
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We now discuss how to obtain in some cases such concrete descriptions, beginning with
the notion of degree. In [6] the degree deg(E)(σ, χ) is defined in terms of a so-called
auxiliary representation (see §2.1.2 in [6]) and certain linear combinations of degrees of
subbundles. The following lemma implies that definition (2.4) contains the one given in
[6] as a particular case. Suppose that ρW : H → U(W ) is a representation on a Hermitian
vector space, and denote the holomorphic extension HC → GL(W ) with the same symbol
ρW . Let (Ker ρW )
⊥ ⊂ hC be the orthogonal with respect to invariant pairing on hC of the
kernel of ρW : h
C → gl(W ), and let π : hC → (Ker ρW )
⊥ be the orthogonal projection.
Lemma 2.12. Take some element s ∈ ih. Then ρW (s) diagonalizes with real eigenvalues
λ1 < · · · < λk. Let Wj = Ker(λj IdW −ρW (s)) and define W≤i =
⊕
j≤iWj.
(1) The subgroup PW,s ⊂ H
C consisting of those g such that ρW (g)(W≤i) ⊂ W≤i for
any i is a parabolic subgroup, which can be identified with Pπ(s). Let χ ∈ (z⊕ c)
∗ be
a character such that sχ = s. Then χ is strictly antidominant for PW,s.
(2) Suppose that for any a, b ∈ (Ker ρW )
⊥ we have 〈a, b〉 = Tr ρW (a)ρW (b). Let u ∈
(Ker ρW )
⊥ be any element, and write ρW (u) =
∑
ρW (u)ij the decomposition in
pieces ρW (u)ij ∈ Hom(Wi,Wj). Then
(2.5) 〈χ, u〉 = Tr(ρW (s)ρW (u)) = λk Tr ρW (u) +
k−1∑
i=1
(λi − λi+1) Tr ρW (u)ii.
(3) Suppose that ρW satisfies the conditions of (2). Let E be a holomorphic H
C-
principal bundle and let W = E(W ) be the associated holomorphic vector bundle.
Let σ be a reduction of the structure group of E to a parabolic subgroup P and an
let χ be an antidominant character of P . The endomorphism ρW (sχ) diagonalizes
with constant eigenvalues, giving rise to a decomposition W =
⊕k
j=1Wj, where
ρW (sχ) restricted to Wj is multiplication by λj ∈ R. Suppose that λ1 < · · · < λk.
For each i the subbundle W≤i =
⊕
j≤iWj ⊂ W is holomorphic. We have:
deg(E)(σ, χ) = λk degW +
k−1∑
i=1
(λi − λi+1) degW≤i.
Proof. The first assertion and formula (2.5) follows from easy computations. (3) follows
from (2). 
Remark 2.13. Condition (2) of the lemma is satisfied when W = h, endowed with the
invariant metric, and ρW : h
C → EndW is the adjoint representation, since the invariant
metric on h is supposed to extend the Killing pairing in the semisimple part hs.
To clarify the other ingredients in the definition of (poly,semi)stability, we put ourselves
in the situation where HC is a classical group. Let ρ : HC → GL(N,C) be the fundamental
representation. Suppose that E is an HC-principal bundle, and denote by V the vector
bundle associated to E and ρ. One can describe pairs (σ, χ) consisting of a reduction σ of
the structure group of E to a parabolic subgroup P ⊂ HC and an antidominant character
χ of P in terms of filtrations of vector bundles
(2.6) V = (0 ( V1 ( · · · ( Vk−1 ( Vk = V ),
and increasing sequences of real numbers (usually called weights)
(2.7) λ1 < · · · < λk,
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which are arbitrary if HC = GL(n,C), and which satisfy otherwise:
• if HC = O(n,C) then1, for any i, Vk−i = V
⊥
i = {v ∈ V | 〈v, Vi〉 = 0}, where 〈, 〉
denotes the bilinear pairing given by the orthogonal structure (we implicitly define
V0 = 0), and λk−i+1 + λi = 0.
• if HC = Sp(2n,C) then, for any i, Vk−i = V
⊥
i = {v ∈ V | ω(v, Vi) = 0}, where ω is
the symplectic form on V (as before, V0 = 0), and furthermore λk−i+1 + λi = 0.
The resulting character χ is strictly antidominant if all the inequalities in (2.7) are strict.
Given positive integers p, q define the vector bundle V p,q = V ⊗p⊗(V ∗)⊗q. For any choice
of reduction and antidominant character (σ, χ) specified by a filtration (2.6) and weights
(2.7) we define
(V p,q)−σ,χ =
∑
λi1+···+λip≤λj1+···+λjq
Vi1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Vip ⊗ V
⊥
j1
⊗ · · · ⊗ V ⊥jq ⊂ V
p,q,
where V ⊥j = {v ∈ V
∗ | 〈v, Vj〉 = 0} and 〈, 〉 is the natural pairing between V and V
∗. Since
HC is a classical group, there is an inclusion of representations
B ⊂ (ρ⊗p1 ⊗ (ρ∗)⊗q1)⊕ · · · ⊕ (ρ⊗pr ⊗ (ρ∗)⊗qr),
so that the vector bundle E(B) is contained in V p1,q1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ V pr,qr . One then has
E(B)−σ,χ = E(B) ∩ ((V
p1,q1)−σ,χ ⊕ · · · ⊕ (V
pr ,qr)−σ,χ).
Suppose that the invariant pairing 〈 , 〉 on the Lie algebra hC is defined using the funda-
mental representation as 〈x, y〉 = Tr ρ(x)ρ(y). This clearly satisfies the condition of (2) of
Lemma 2.12, so by (3) in the same lemma we have
deg(E)(σ, χ) = λk deg V +
k−1∑
i=1
(λi − λi+1) deg Vi.
We now specify what it means to have a reduction to a Levi factor of a parabolic
subgroup, as appears in the definition of polystability. Assume that (σ, χ) is a pair specified
by (2.6) and (2.7), so that σ defines a reduction of the structure group of E to a parabolic
subgroup P ⊂ HC, and that ϕ ∈ H0(L ⊗ E(B)−σ,χ) and deg(E)(σ, χ) = 0. If the pair
(E,ϕ) is α-polystable all these assumptions imply the existence of a further reduction σL
of the structure group of HC from P to a Levi factor L ⊂ P ; this is given explicitly by an
isomorphism of vector bundles
V ≃ GrV := V1 ⊕ V2/V1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Vk/Vk−1
with respect to which Vj ⊂ V corresponds to V1⊕ V2/V1⊕ · · · ⊕ Vj/Vj−1 for each j. When
HC = GL(n,C) such isomorphism is arbitrary. When HC is O(n,C) (resp. Sp(2n,C)), it
is also assumed that the pairing of an element of Vj/Vj−1 with an element of Vi/Vi−1, using
the scalar product (resp. symplectic form), is always zero unless j + i = k + 1. We finally
describe the bundle E(B)0σL,χ in this situation. Let
(GrVp,q)0σL,χ =
∑
λi1+···+λip=λj1+···+λjq
(Vi1/Vi1−1)⊗· · ·⊗(Vip/Vip−1)⊗(V
⊥
j1
/V ⊥j1+1)⊗· · ·⊗(V
⊥
jq /V
⊥
jq+1).
1Even though O(n,C) is a disconnected group, the stability condition makes perfect sense for this group.
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Then
E(B)0σL,χ = E(B) ∩ ((GrV
p1,q1)0σL,χ ⊕ · · · ⊕ (GrV
pr,qr)0σL,χ).
2.9. Infinitesimal automorphism space. For any pair (E,ϕ) we define the infinitesimal
automorphism space of (E,ϕ) as
aut(E,ϕ) = {s ∈ H0(E(hC)) | ρ(s)(ϕ) = 0},
where we denote by ρ : hC → End(B) the morphism of Lie algebras induced by ρ. We
similarly define the semisimple infinitesimal automorphism space of (E,ϕ) as
autss(E,ϕ) = {s ∈ aut(E,ϕ) | s(x) is semisimple for any x ∈ X }.
Proposition 2.14. Suppose that (E,ϕ) is a α-polystable pair. Then (E,ϕ) is α-stable if
and only if autss(E,ϕ) ⊂ H0(E(z)). Furthermore, if (E,ϕ) is α-stable then we also have
aut(E,ϕ) ⊂ H0(E(z)).
Proof. Suppose that (E,ϕ) is α-polystable and that autss(E,ϕ) = H0(E(z)). We prove
that (E,ϕ) is α-stable by contradiction. If (E,ϕ) were not α-stable, then there would
exist a parabolic subgroup PA ( H
C, a holomorphic reduction σ ∈ Γ(E/PA), a strictly
antidominant character χ such that deg(E)(σ, χ)− 〈α, χ〉 = 0, and a further holomorphic
reduction σL ∈ Γ(Eσ/LA) to the Levi LA (here Eσ is the principal PA bundle given by σ,
satisfying Eσ ×PA H
C ≃ E) such that ϕ ∈ H0(E(B)0σL,χ ⊗ L). Since the adjoint action of
LA on h
C fixes sχ, there is an element
sσ,χ ∈ H
0(EσL(h
C)) ≃ H0(E(hC))
which coincides fiberwise with sχ. On the other hand sχ is semisimple because it belongs
to ih. The condition that ϕ ∈ H0(E(B)0σL,χ ⊗ L) implies that ρ(sσ,χ)(ϕ) = 0, so sσ,χ ∈
autss(E,ϕ). And the condition that PA 6= H
C implies that sχ /∈ z. This contradicts the
assumption that autss(E,ϕ) = H0(E(z)), so (E,ϕ) is α-stable.
Now suppose that (E,ϕ) is α-stable. We want to prove that aut(E,ϕ) = H0(E(z)). Let
ξ ∈ aut(E,ϕ). Since ξ is a section of E ×HC h
C, it can be viewed as an antiequivariant
holomorphic map ψ : E → hC. The bundle E is algebraic (to prove this, take a faithful
representation HC → GL(n,C) and use the fact that any holomorphic vector bundle over
an algebraic curve is algebraic), so by Chow’s theorem ψ is algebraic. Hence ψ induces
an algebraic map ϕ : X → hC//HC, where hC//HC denotes the affine quotient, which is
an affine variety. Since X is proper, ϕ is constant, hence it is contained in a unique fiber
Y := π−1(y) ⊂ hC, where π : hC → hC//HC is the quotient map.
By a standard results on affine quotients, there is a unique closed HC orbit O ⊂ Y , and
by a theorem of Richardson the elements in O are all semisimple.
Consider the map σ : Y → O which sends any y ∈ Y to ys, where y = ys+yn is the Jordan
decomposition of y (see for example [4]). We claim that this map is algebraic (note that the
Jordan decomposition, when defined on the whole Lie algebra hC, is not even continuous).
To prove the claim first consider the case hC = gl(n,C). Then Y ⊂ gl(n,C) is the set of n×n
matrices with characteristic polynomial equal to some fixed polynomial, say
∏
(x− λi)
mi ,
with λi 6= λj for i 6= j. By the Chinese remainder theorem there exists a polynomial
P ∈ C[t] such that P ≡ λi mod (t−λi)
mi and P ≡ 0 mod t. Then the map σ : Y → O is
given by σ(A) = P (A), which is clearly algebraic. The case of a general hC can be reduced
to the previous one using the adjoint representation ad : hC → End(hC) ≃ gl(dim hC,C).
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By construction σ is equivariant, so it induces a projection pE : H
0(E(Y ))→ H0(E(O)).
We define ξs = pE(ξ) and ξn = ξ − ξs. Note that the decomposition ξ = ξs + ξn is
simply the fiberwise Jordan decomposition of an element of the Lie algebra as the sum of a
semisimple element plus a nilpotent one. We claim that both ξs and ξn belong to aut(E, φ).
To prove this we have to check that ρ(ξs)(φ) = ρ(ξn)(φ) = 0. But ρ(ξ) = ρ(ξs) + ρ(ξn) is
fiberwise the Cartan decomposition of ρ(ξ), since Cartan decomposition commutes with
Lie algebra representations. In addition, if f = fs + fn is the Cartan decomposition of an
endomorphism f of a finite dimensional vector space V and v ∈ V satisfies fv = 0, then
fsv = fnv = 0, as the reader can check putting f in Jordan form. This proves the claim.
We want to prove that ξs ∈ H
0(E(z)) and that ξn = 0. We will need for that the
following lemma.
Lemma 2.15. Let s ∈ hC be a semisimple element. There exists some h ∈ HC such that:
(1) if we write u = Ad(h−1)(s) = h−1sh = ur + iui with ur, ui ∈ h, then [ur, ui] = 0;
(2) there exists an element a ∈ h such that
Ker ad(s) = Ad(h)(Ker ad(ur) ∩Ker ad(ui)) = Ad(h) Ker ad(a).
Proof. Using the decomposition hC = h ⊕ ih we define a real valued scalar product on hC
as follows: given ur + iui, vr + ivi ∈ h
C we set 〈ur + iui, vr + ivi〉R := −〈ur, vr〉 − 〈ui, vi〉.
The bilinear pairing 〈 , 〉 restricted to h is negative definite, so the pairing 〈 , 〉R is positive
definite on the whole hC and hence the function ‖ · ‖2 : hC → R defined by ‖s‖2 := 〈s, s〉R
is proper. Let Os be the adjoint orbit of s. Since s is semisimple, Os is a closed subset
of hC, and hence the function ‖ · ‖2 : Os → R attains its minimum at some point u =
ur + iui ∈ Os. That u minimizes ‖ · ‖
2 on its adjoint orbit means that for any v ∈ hC we
have 〈u, [v, u]〉R = 0, since we can identify TuOs = {[v, u] | v ∈ h
C}. Now we develop for
any v = vr + ivi, using the invariance of 〈 , 〉 and Jacobi rule:
0 = 〈ur + iui, [ur + iui, vr + ivi]〉R
= 〈ur + iui, ([ur, vr]− [ui, vi]) + i([ui, vr] + [ur, vi])〉R
= −〈ur, [ur, vr]− [ui, vi]〉 − 〈ui, [ui, vr] + [ur, vi]〉
= 〈ur, [ui, vi]〉 − 〈ui, [ur, vi]〉
= −2〈[ui, ur], vi〉.
Since this holds for any choice of v, it follows that [ui, ur] = 0. So the endomorphisms
ad(ui) and ad(ur) commute and hence diagonalize in the same basis with purely imaginary
eigenvalues (because they respect the pairing 〈·, ·〉R). Hence Ker ad(u) = Ker ad(ur+iui) =
Ker(ad(ur) + iad(ui)) = Ker ad(ur) ∩Ker ad(ui). Since ur and ui commute, they generate
a torus Tu ⊂ H . Take h such that u = Ad(h
−1)(s) and choose a ∈ h such that the closure
of {eta | t ∈ R} is equal to Tu. Then Ker ad(a) = Ker ad(ur) ∩ Ker ad(ui), so the result
follows. 
We now prove that ξs is central. Let u = ur + iui = h
−1ysh be the element given by
the previous lemma such that [ur, ui] = 0. Let ψs : E → h
C be the antiequivariant map
corresponding to ξs ∈ H
0(E(hC)), whose image coincides with the adjoint orbit Os. Define
E0 = {e ∈ E | ψs(e) = u} ⊂ E. Then E0 defines a reduction of the structure group of E
to the centralizer of u, which we denote by HC0 = {g ∈ H
C | Ad(g)(u) = u}. Define the
subgroups P± = {g ∈ HC | e±ituige∓tiui is bounded as t→∞ } ⊂ HC. By (3) in Lemma
2.5, P± are parabolic subgroups and Lui = P
+ ∩ P− = {g ∈ HC | Ad(g)(ui) = ui} is a
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common Levi subgroup of P+ and P−. By (1) in Lemma 2.5, HC0 is a connected subgroup
of HC, so by the same argument as in the end of the proof of Lemma 2.15 we can identify
HC0 with {g ∈ H
C | Ad(g)(ui) = ui, Ad(g)(ur) = ur}. This implies that H
C
0 ⊂ Lui, hence
E0 induces a reduction σ
+ (resp. σ−) of the structure group of E to P+ (resp. P−).
One the other hand, if χ corresponds to iui via the isomorphism (z⊕ c)
∗ ≃ z⊕ c (so that
sχ = iui), then χ is antidominant for P
+ and −χ is antidominant for P−.
Let φ : EL → B be the antiequivariant map corresponding to ϕ. Since ρ(ξs)(ϕ) = 0
we have ρ(u)φ(e) = 0 for any e ∈ E0. Let v ∈ B be any element. Since ui and ur
commute, the vectors ρ(eitui)v are uniformly bounded as t→∞ if and only if the vectors
ρ(etur)ρ(eitui)v = ρ(etu)v are bounded. It follows that ϕ belongs both to H0(E(B)−σ+,χ⊗L)
and to H0(E(B)−σ−,−χ ⊗ L). Applying the α-stability condition we deduce that
degE(σ+, χ)− 〈α, χ〉 ≥ 0, and degE(σ−,−χ)− 〈α,−χ〉 ≥ 0.
These inequalities, together with degE(σ+, χ) − 〈α, χ〉 = −(degE(σ−,−χ) − 〈α,−χ〉),
imply that degE(σ, χ)− 〈α, χ〉 = 0. Since we assume that (E,ϕ) is α-stable, such a thing
can only happen if χ, and hence any element in the image of ψs, is central.
Finally, we prove that ξn = 0 proceeding by contradiction. Since the set of nilpotent
elements hCn ⊂ h
C contains finitely many adjoint orbits, which are locally closed in the
Zariski topology, and since ξn is algebraic, there exists a Zariski open subset U ⊂ X and
an adjoint orbit On ⊂ h
C
n such that ξn(x) ∈ On for any x ∈ U . Assume that ξn(x) 6= 0 for
x ∈ U (otherwise ξn vanishes identically). Consider for any x ∈ U the weight filtration of
the action of ad(ξn(x)) on E(h
C)x:
· · · ⊂W−kx ⊂W
−k+1
x ⊂ · · · ⊂W
k−1
x ⊂W
k
x ⊂ . . . ,
which is uniquely defined by the conditions: ad(ξn(x))(W
j
x) ⊂W
j−2
x , ad(ξn(x))
j+1(W jx) = 0
and the induced map on graded spaces Gr ad(ξn(x))
j : GrW jx → GrW
−j
x is an isomor-
phism. As x moves along U the spaces W jx give rise to an algebraic filtration of vector
bundles · · · ⊂W−kU ⊂ W
−k+1
U ⊂ · · · ⊂ W
k−1
U ⊂ W
k
U ⊂ · · · ⊂ E(h
C)|U . By the properness of
the Grassmannian of subspaces of hC these vector bundles extend to vector bundles defined
on the whole X
(2.8) · · · ⊂W−k ⊂W−k+1 ⊂ · · · ⊂W k−1 ⊂ W k ⊂ · · · ⊂ E(hC)
and the induced map between graded bundles Gr ad(ξn)
j : GrW j → GrW−j is an isomor-
phism away from finitely many points. This implies that
(2.9) degGrW j ≤ deg GrW−j.
By Jacobson–Morozov’s theorem the weight filtration (2.8) induces a reduction σ of the
structure group of E to a parabolic subgroup P ⊂ HC (the so-called Jacobson–Morozov’s
parabolic subgroup associated to the nilpotent elements in the image of ξn|U), and there
exists an antidominant character χ of P such that ad(sχ) preserves the weight filtration
and induces on the graded piece GrW j the map given by multiplication by j.
The subbundle E(B)−σ,χ ⊗ L ⊂ E(B) ⊗ L can be identified with the piece of degree
0 in the weight filtration on E(B) ⊗ L induced by the nilpotent endomorphism ρ(ξn).
Since ρ(ξn)(φ) = 0, we have φ ∈ H
0(E(B)−σ,χ ⊗ L) (the kernel of a nonzero nilpotent
endomorphism is included in the piece of degree zero of the weight filtration). Hence, by
α-stability, deg(E)(σ, χ) − 〈α, χ〉 has to be positive. On the other hand, the character χ
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can be chosen to be perpendicular to z, so by (3) in Lemma 2.12 we have
degE(σ, χ)− 〈α, χ〉 =
∑
j∈Z
j degGrW j .
By (2.9) this is ≤ 0, thus contradicting the stability of (E,ϕ). 
2.10. Jordan–Ho¨lder reduction. In this subsection we associate to each α-polystable
pair (E,ϕ) an α-stable pair for a different group. This is accomplished by picking an
appropriate subgroup H ′ ⊂ H (defined as the centralizer of a torus in H) and by choosing
a reduction of the structure group of E to H ′C. The resulting new pair is called the
Jordan–Ho¨lder reduction of (E,ϕ). It is constructed using a recursive procedure in which
certain choices are made, and the main result of this subsection (see Proposition 2.19) is
the proof that the resulting reduction is canonical up to isomorphism.
Let G′ ⊂ G be an inclusion of complex connected Lie subgroup with Lie algebras g′ ⊂
g. Assume that the normalizer NG(g
′) of g′ in G is equal to G′. Suppose that E is a
holomorphic principal G-bundle.
Lemma 2.16. The holomorphic reductions of the structure group of E to G′ are in bijection
with the holomorphic subbundles F ⊂ E(g) of Lie subalgebras satisfying this property:
for any x ∈ X and trivialization Ex ≃ G, the fiber Fx, which we identify to
a subspace of g via the induced trivialization E(g)x ≃ g, is conjugate to g
′.
Proof. Let d = dim g′ and let Grd(g) denote the Grassmannian of complex d-subspaces in-
side g. Let Og′ = {Ad(h)(g
′) | h ∈ G} ⊂ Grd(g). By assumption there is a biholomorphism
Og′ ≃ G/G
′. Furthermore, the set of vector bundles F ⊂ E(g) satisfying the condition of
the lemma is in bijection with the holomorphic sections of E(Og′), so the result follows. 
We now apply this principle to a particular case. Let P ⊂ HC be a parabolic subgroup,
let L ⊂ P be a Levi subgroup and let U ⊂ P be the unipotent radical. Denote u = LieU ,
p = LieP and l = LieL. The adjoint action of P on p preserves u and using the standard
projection P → P/U ≃ L (see Section 2.1 and recall that P is isomorphic to PA for some
choice of A) we make P act linearly on l via the adjoint action. Hence P acts linearly on
the exact sequence 0 → u → p → l → 0. We claim that NP (l) = L. To check this we
identify P (up to conjugation) with some PA, then use (2.1) and (2.2) together with the
surjectivity of the exponential map uA → UA to deduce that no nontrivial element of U
normalizes l, and finally use the decomposition P = LU .
Lemma 2.17. Suppose that Eσ is a holomorphic principal P -bundle. The reductions of
the structure group of Eσ from P to L ⊂ P are in bijection with the splittings of the exact
sequence of holomorphic vector bundles
(2.10) 0→ Eσ(u)→ Eσ(p)→ Eσ(l)→ 0
given by holomorphic maps Eσ(l)→ Eσ(p) which are fiberwise morphisms of Lie algebras.
Proof. Since NP (l) = L, we may use Lemma 2.16 with G = P and G
′ = L. The subalgebras
g′ ⊂ p which are conjugate to p are the same as the images of sections l→ p of the exact
sequence 0 → u → p → l → 0 which are morphisms of Lie algebras. Hence the vector
subbundles F ⊂ E(p) satisfying the requirements of Lemma 2.16 can be identified with
the images of maps E(l)→ E(p) which give a section of the sequence (2.10) and which are
fiberwise a morphism of Lie algebras. 
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Suppose that (E,ϕ) is a α-polystable pair which is not α-stable. By Proposition 2.14
there exists a semisimple non central infinitesimal automorphism s ∈ autss(E,ϕ). The
splitting hC = z ⊕ hCs (recall that h
C
s = [h
C, hC] is the semisimple part) is invariant under
the adjoint action of HC (which is connected by assumption) hence we have H0(E(hC)) =
H0(E(z)) ⊕ H0(E(hCs )) so projecting to the second summand we can assume that s ∈
H0(E(hCs )).
As shown in the proof of Proposition 2.14, the image of s is contained in an adjoint orbit
in hC which contains an element u = ur+ iui such that ur, ui are commuting elements of h.
Let a ∈ hs = [h, h] be an infinitesimal generator of the torus generated by ur and ui and let
HC1 be the complexification of H1 := ZH(a) = {h ∈ H | Ad(h)(a) = a}. Let ψs : E → h
C
be the antiequivariant map corresponding to the section s. Then
E1 = {e ∈ E | ψs(e) = u} ⊂ E
is a HC1 -principal bundle, which defines a reduction of the structure group of E. We say
that the pair (E1, H
C
1 ) is the reduction of (E,H
C) induced by s and u.
Define B1 = {v ∈ B | ρ(a)(v) = 0}. The restriction of ρ to H1 preserves B1, so we
have a subbundle E1(B1) ⊂ E1(B) ≃ E(B). Let φ : E
L → B be the antiequivariant
map inducing the section ϕ ∈ H0(E(B) ⊗ L) (see Section 2.5). By the definition of
the infinitesimal automorphisms, for any (e, l) ∈ EL1 we have ρ(ψs(e))φ(e, l) = 0. Now
ρ(ψs(e)) = ρ(ur + iui) = ρ(ur) + iρ(ui). Since ρ restricted to H is Hermitian, ρ(ur) and
ρ(ui) have purely imaginary eigenvalues, and since [ρ(ur), ρ(ui)] = 0 it follows that
ρ(ψs(e))φ(e, l) = 0 ⇐⇒ ρ(ur)φ(e, l) = ρ(ui)φ(e, l) = 0 ⇐⇒ ρ(a)φ(e, l) = 0
for any (e, l) ∈ EL. This implies that φ(EL1 ) ⊂ B1, and consequently ϕ lies in the subbundle
E1(B1) ⊗ L ⊂ E(B) ⊗ L. To stress this fact we rename ϕ with the symbol ϕ1. To sum
up: assuming that (E,ϕ) is α-polystable but not α-stable we have obtained a subgroup
H1 = ZH(a) ⊂ H , a H1-invariant subspace B1 ⊂ B, and a new pair (E1, ϕ1), where E1 is
a HC1 principal bundle and ϕ1 ∈ H
0(E1(B1) ⊗ L). We denote the Lie algebras of H1 and
its complexification by h1 and h
C
1 .
Proposition 2.18. The pair (E1, φ1) is α-polystable.
Proof. Since H1 is the centralizer of a and α belongs to the center of h
C, we have α ∈ hC1 .
Hence the statement of the proposition makes sense. We first prove that (E1, B1) is α-
semistable. Let P1 ⊂ H
C
1 be a standard parabolic subgroup. By (2) in Lemma 2.5 there is
some s ∈ ih1 (satisfying s = sχ for an appropriate antidominant character χ of P1) such
that P1 = {g ∈ H
C
1 | e
tsge−ts is bounded as t→∞ }. Since ih1 ⊂ ih it makes sense to
define P = {g ∈ HC | etsge−ts is bounded as t→∞ }, which is a parabolic subgroup of
HC, and clearly P1 ⊂ P . Hence, any reduction σ1 of the structure group of E1 to P1, say
(E1)σ1 ⊂ E1, gives automatically a reduction σ of the structure group of E to P , specified
by Eσ = (E1)σ1 ×P1 P ⊂ (E1)σ1 ×P1 H
C = E. Furthermore, any antidominant character
χ ∈ ih of P1 is an antidominant character of P , and there is an equality deg(E1)(σ1, χ) =
deg(E)(σ, χ). Finally, if the section ϕ1 belongs to H
0(E1(B1)
−
σ1,χ⊗L), then it also belongs
to H0(E(B)−σ,χ ⊗ L). All this implies that (E1, ϕ1) is α-semistable.
To prove that (E1, ϕ1) is α-polystable it remains to show that if the reduction σ1 and χ
have been chosen so that deg(E1)(σ1, χ)−〈α, χ〉 = 0, then there is a holomorphic reduction
σL1 of the structure group of (E1)σ1 to the Levi L1 = {g ∈ H
C
1 | Ad(g)(s) = s} such that
(2.11) ϕ1 ∈ H
0(E(B1)
0
σL1 ,χ
⊗ L).
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Define L = {g ∈ HC | Ad(g)(s) = s}, which is a Levi subgroup of P , let U1 ⊂ P1 and
U ⊂ P be the unipotent radicals, and denote the corresponding Lie algebras by u1 = LieU1,
p1 = LieP1, l1 = LieL1, u = LieU , p = LieP , l = LieL. By Lemma 2.17 it suffices to
check that there exists a bundle morphism w1 : (E1)σ1(l1)→ (E1)σ1(p1) given fiberwise by
morphisms of Lie algebras, defining a splitting of the exact sequence
(2.12) 0→ (E1)σ1(u1)→ (E1)σ1(p1)→ (E1)σ1(l1)→ 0.
Let T ⊂ H be the closure of {eta | t ∈ R}, which is a torus. Denote by T∨ = Hom(T, S1)
the group of characters of T . We have decompositions
u =
⊕
η∈T∨
uη, p =
⊕
η∈T∨
pη, l =
⊕
η∈T∨
lη,
and since the elements of HC1 fix a, the action of H
C
1 on u, p and l respects the splittings
above. It follows that we have a commutative diagram with exact rows
0 // Eσ(u) //
≃

Eσ(p) //
≃

Eσ(l)
≃

// 0
0 // (E1)σ1(u) // (E1)σ1(p) // (E1)σ1(l) // 0
0 //
⊕
η∈T∨(E1)σ1(uη)
//
⊕
η∈T∨(E1)σ1(pη)
//
⊕
η∈T∨(E1)σ1(lη)
// 0
Taking in the bottom row the summands corresponding to the trivial character η = 0 (the
constant representation T → {1} ∈ S1) we get the exact sequence (2.12). By hypothesis
the pair (E,ϕ) is α-polystable, so there is a section v : Eσ(l) → Eσ(p) of the top row,
given fiberwise by morphisms of Lie algebras. Using the isomorphisms and equalities in
the diagram, this gives rise to a section
w :
⊕
η∈T∨
(E1)σ1(lη)→
⊕
η∈T∨
(E1)σ1(pη)
of the bottom row. Then w = (wηµ)η,µ∈T∨ , where wηµ : (E1)σ1(lη) → (E1)σ1(pµ), and
one checks that w1 := w00 is fiberwise a morphism of Lie algebras and that it gives the
desired splitting of the sequence (2.12). To check (2.11) we proceed as follows. First
note that sχ belongs both to the center of l1 and l, hence it defines holomorphic sections
sσ1,χ ∈ H
0((E1)σ1(l1)) and sσ,χ ∈ H
0(Eσ(l)). Condition (2.11) is equivalent to
(2.13) ρ(w1(sσ1,χ))(ϕ) = 0
(note that (E1)σ1(p1) is a subbundle of (E1)σ1(h
C
1 ) ≃ E1(h
C
1 ), hence it acts fiberwise on
E(B)⊗L). To prove this equality, we use again the hypothesis that (E,ϕ) is α-polystable,
which implies that ϕ ∈ H0(E(B)−σL,χ ⊗ L), where σL is the reduction specified by w. This
is equivalent to ρ(w(sσ,χ))(ϕ) = 0, and this implies (2.13) because sχ ∈ l0 ⊂
⊕
η∈T∨ lη. 
Let (E,ϕ) be a α-polystable pair. Iterating the procedure described in the previous
subsection as many times as possible we obtain a sequence of groups H = H0 ⊃ H1 ⊃ H2 ⊃
. . . and elements aj ∈ (hj−1)s = [hj−1, hj−1] such that Hj = ZHj−1(aj), vector subspaces
B = B0 ⊃ B1 ⊃ B2 ⊃ . . . , and α-polystable pairs (E,ϕ) = (E0, ϕ0), (E1, ϕ1), . . . , where
Ej is a H
C
j -principal bundle over X and contained in Ej−1, and ϕj ∈ H
0(Ej(Bj)⊗L). Since
dimHj < dimHj−1, this process has to eventually stop at some pair, say (Er, ϕr), which
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will necessarily be α-stable. We say that (Er, ϕr, Hr, Br) is the Jordan–Ho¨lder reduction
of (E,ϕ,H,B). To justify this terminology we need to prove that the construction is
independent of the choices made in the process. Note that the elements in the sequence
{a0, a1, . . . , al} all belong to the initial Lie algebra h and they commute pairwise. Hence
they generate a torus T ⊂ H , the closure of the set {exp
∑
tjaj | t0, . . . , tl ∈ R}, and Hl
is the centralizer in H of T(E,ϕ). With this in mind, the following proposition implies the
uniqueness of the Jordan–Ho¨lder reduction.
Let Hs ⊂ H be the connected Lie subgroup whose Lie algebra is hs = [h, h].
Proposition 2.19. Let (E,ϕ) be a α-polystable pair. Suppose that T ′, T ′′ ⊂ Hs are tori,
and define H ′ (resp. H ′′) to be the centralizer in H of T ′ (resp. T ′′). Let B′ (resp. B′′)
be the fixed point set of the action of T ′ (resp. T ′′) on B, and assume that there are
reductions E ′ ⊂ E (resp. E ′′ ⊂ E) of the structure group of E to H ′C (resp. H ′′C). Let
φ : EL → B the equivariant map corresponding to ϕ. Assume that φ(E ′L) ⊂ B′ ⊗ L and
φ(E ′′L) ⊂ B′′ ⊗ L. Denote by ϕ′ ∈ H0(E ′(B′)⊗ L) and ϕ′′ ∈ H0(E ′′(B′′)⊗ L) the induced
sections. Finally, suppose that both (E ′, ϕ′) and (E ′′, ϕ′′) are α-stable. Then there is some
g ∈ HC such that H ′C = g−1(H ′′C)g, E ′ = E ′′g, T ′C = g−1(T ′′C)g and B′ = ρ(g−1)B′′.
Before proving Proposition 2.19 we state and prove two auxiliary lemmas.
Lemma 2.20. Let u′, u′′ ∈ h and let s′, s′′ ∈ H0(E(hC)) be sections such that s′(x) (resp.
s′′(x)) is conjugate to iu′ (resp. iu′′) for any x ∈ X. Let (E ′, H ′C) (resp. (E ′′, H ′′C)) be
the reductions of (E,HC) induced by s′ and iu′ (resp. s′′ and iu′′).
(1) Assume that [s′, s′′] = 0. Let h′′C be the Lie algebra of H ′′C. Then we can naturally
identify s′ with a section of E ′′(h′′C).
(2) Let z′′ be the center of h′′C. If s′ ∈ H0(E ′′(z′′)) then there is some h ∈ HC such that
E ′′ ⊂ E ′h as subsets of E.
Proof. Let ψ′, ψ′′ : E → hC be the antiequivariant maps corresponding to s′, s′′. The
condition [s′, s′′] = 0 implies that for any e ∈ E the elements ψ′(e), ψ′′(e) ∈ hC commute.
Since E ′′ = (ψ′′)−1(iu′′), this implies that, for any e ∈ E ′′, ψ′(e) commutes with iu′′, so
ψ′(e) belongs to h′′C. This proves (1). We now prove (2). First observe that, being a
centralizer of a semisimple element in hC, H ′′C is connected (see e.g. Theorem 13.2 in
[3]). Hence, the adjoint action of H ′′C on h′′C fixes any element in z′′. Take some element
e ∈ E ′′. By hypothesis, there is some h ∈ HC such that ψ′(e) = Ad(h−1)(iu′), so e ∈ E ′h.
The condition s′ ∈ H0(E ′′(z′′)) implies that ψ′(e) ∈ z′′ so, by the previous observation, for
any g ∈ H ′′C we have ψ′(eg) = Ad(g−1) Ad(h−1)(iu′) = Ad(h−1)(iu′), hence eg ∈ E ′h. It
follows that E ′′ ⊂ E ′h. 
For any u ∈ h we denote by Tu ⊂ H the torus generated by u, i.e., the closure of
{exp tu | t ∈ R}, and TCu denotes the complexification of Tu.
Lemma 2.21. Let u′, u′′ ∈ hs = [h, h] and let H
′C (resp. H ′′C) be the complexification of
the centralizer ZH(u
′) (resp. ZH(u
′′)). If there is some g ∈ HC such that H ′C = g−1(H ′′C)g
then TCu′ = g
−1TCu′′g.
Proof. The center of h′C is z⊕Lie TCu′, and the sum is direct because u
′ is assumed to belong
to hs. Similarly, the center of h
′′C is z⊕ LieTCu′′ . Since H
C is connected, its adjoint action
on z is trivial, and hence taking the center of the Lie algebra in each side of the equality
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TCu′ = g
−1TCu′′g we deduce that LieT
C
u′ = g
−1(LieTCu′′)g. This implies the equality between
the complexified tori. 
We now prove Proposition 2.19.
Proof. Let u′, u′′ ∈ hs satisfy T
′ = Tu′ and T
′′ = Tu′′ . The existence of reductions of E to
the centralizers of u′ and u′′ gives rise to sections s′, s′′ ∈ autss(E,ϕ) ⊂ H0(E(hC)) such
that s′(x) (resp. s′′(x)) is conjugate to is′ (resp. is′′) for any x ∈ X .
If [s′, s′′] = 0 then by (1) Lemma 2.20 we can view s′ ∈ autss(E ′′, ϕ′′) and s′′ ∈
autss(E ′, ϕ′). Since by assumption (E ′′, ϕ′′) and (E ′, ϕ′) are α-stable, by Proposition 2.14
we deduce that s′ is central in the centralizer of s′′ and vice-versa. By (2) in Lemma
2.20 there exist g, h ∈ HC such that E ′ ⊂ E ′′g and E ′′ ⊂ E ′h. This implies that
E ′ ⊂ E ′′g ⊂ E ′hg, but E ′ ⊂ E ′hg clearly implies that E ′ = E ′hg, which combined with
the previous chain of inclusions gives E ′ = E ′′g. It then follows that H ′C = g−1(H ′′C)g.
By Lemma 2.21 we have TCs′ = g
−1TCs′′g. Finally, since the fixed point set of T
C
s′ acting on
B coincides with the fixed point set of Ts′ (and similarly for T
C
s′′) we have B
′ = ρ(g−1)B′′.
Suppose now that [s′, s′′] 6= 0. There are holomorphic splittings
(2.14) E(hC) = E1 ⊕ · · · ⊕Ep = F1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Fq
such that ad(s′)|Ej = λj IdEj and ad(s
′′)|Fk = µk IdFk , where the real numbers λ1 < · · · < λp
(resp. µ1 < · · · < µq) are the eigenvalues of ad(is
′) (resp. ad(is′′)). Define for any
j the subbundles F≤j =
⊕
k≤j Fk ⊂ E(h
C) and E≤j =
⊕
k≤j Ek ⊂ E(h
C). Denote by
πk : E(h
C) → Ek the projection using the decomposition (2.14). Let E≤k (resp. Ek, F≤j,
Fj) be the sheaf of local holomorphic sections of E≤k (resp. Ek, F≤j, Fj). Define for any
j the sheaf
F ♯≤j =
p⊕
k=1
πk(E≤k ∩ F≤j).
This is a subsheaf of the sheaf associated to E(hC), and we denote by F ♯≤j ⊂ E(h
C) the
subbundle obtained by taking the saturation of F ♯≤j.
By (1) in Lemma 2.12 s′′ induces a holomorphic reduction σ′′ ∈ Γ(E(HC/P )) of the
structure group of E to P = Piu′′.
Lemma 2.22. The filtration F ♯≤1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ F
♯
≤q = E(h
C) also induces a reduction σ♯ of the
structure group of E to P .
Proof. For any t ∈ R there is a natural fiberwise action of ets
′
on E(HC/P ), which allows
to define ets
′
σ′′ ∈ Γ(E(HC/P )). For the reader’s convenience, we recall how this is defined.
For any x ∈ X we can identify σ′′(x) with an antiequivariant map ξσ′′ : Ex → H
C/P (here
HC acts on the left of HC/P ). Similarly, s′(x) corresponds to a map ψ : Ex → h
C which
is antiequivariant and hence satisfies, for any f ∈ Ex and g ∈ H
C,
(2.15) etψ(fg) = g−1etψ(f)g.
Then ets
′
σ′′(x) corresponds to the antiequivariant map ξets′σ′′ : Ex → H
C/P defined as
ξets′σ′′(f) = e
tψ(f)ξσ′′(f) = ξσ′′(fe
−tψ(f)).
That ξets′σ′′ is antiequivariant follows from (2.15). For each x the action of e
ts′(x) defines
on the fiber Ex(H
C/P ) a decomposition in Zariski locally closed subvarieties {Cx,i}, the
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Schubert cells. Each Cx,i corresponds to a connected component Cx,i ⊂ Ex(H
C/P ) of
the fixed point set of the action of {ets
′(x) | t ∈ R} on Ex(H
C/P ), and Cx,i is the set of
z ∈ Ex(H
C/P ) such that ets
′(x)z converges to Cx,i as t→∞. Since s
′ is algebraic and, for
any x, s′(x) is conjugate to the same element iu′, each Ci =
⋃
x∈X Cx,i is a Zariski locally
closed subvariety of E(HC/P ). Since σ′′ is an algebraic section of E(HC/P ), there is a
Zariski open subset U ⊂ X such that σ′′|U is contained in a unique cell Cj ⊂ E(H
C/P ).
Then for any x ∈ U the limit σ♯x := limt→∞ e
ts′σ′′(x) ∈ Cx,j ⊂ Cj is well defined, and
the filtration {F ♯≤j,x} corresponds to σ
♯
x. As x moves along U the elements σ
♯
x describe an
algebraic section σ♯U ∈ Γ(U ;E(H
C/P )). Finally, F ♯≤j results from extending the reduction
σ♯U to an algebraic section σ
♯ ∈ Γ(E(HC/P )), which exists and is unique thanks to the
properness of the flag variety HC/P . 
Let χ be the antidominant character of P corresponding to u′′, so that sχ = iu
′′.
Lemma 2.23. We have ϕ ∈ H0(E(B)−
σ♯,χ
⊗ L).
Proof. Let U ⊂ X denote, as in the preceding lemma, a nonempty Zariski open subset
such that for any x ∈ U we have σ♯(x) = limt→∞ e
ts′σ′′(x). By continuity, it suffices to
prove that for any x ∈ U
(2.16) ϕ(x) ∈ E(B)−
σ♯,χ
⊗ L.
The vector ϕ(x) corresponds to an antiequivariant map φ : ELx → B, whereas σ
♯ corre-
sponds to an antiequivariant map ξσ♯ : Ex → H
C/P . Define P ♯x = ξ
−1
σ♯
(P ) ⊂ Ex. Then P
♯
x
is an orbit of the action of P on Ex on the right (which can also be obtained by identi-
fying E(HC/P ) with the quotient E/P ). And (2.16) is equivalent to requiring that φ(x)
restricted to (P ♯x)
L is contained in B−χ . Define for any real t the map ξσt : Ex → H
C/P
as ξσt(f) = ξσ′′(fe
−tψ(f)), where ψ : Ex → h
C is the antiequivariant map corresponding to
s′. Let also P tx be ξ
−1
σt (P ). By the previous lemma, we have ξσ♯ = limt→∞ ξσt , so we have
P ♯x = limt→∞ P
t
x as orbits of Ex/P . By continuity, it suffices to check that for any t the
restriction of φ(x) to (P tx)
L is contained in B−χ .
Since s′, s′′ ∈ aut(E,ϕ), we have
(2.17) ρ(ets
′
)(ϕ) = ϕ
and we also have ϕ ∈ H0(E(B)−σ′′,χ ⊗ L). Defining P
′′
x = ξ
−1
σ′′ (P ) this implies that
(2.18) φ(g, l) ∈ B−χ for any g ∈ P
′′
x and l ∈ Lx.
Assume that f ∈ P tx and l ∈ Lx. Then ξσt(f) = ξσ′′(fe
−tψ(f)) ∈ P , so fe−tψ(f) ∈ P ′′x .
Hence
φ(f, l) = φ(fe−tψ(f), l) ∈ B−χ ,
where the equality follows from (2.17) and the inclusion follows from (2.18). This proves
that φ(x) maps (P tx)
L inside B−χ , so we are done. 
Hence we can apply the α-polystability condition, which in view of Lemma 2.12 and
Remark 2.13 reads
(2.19) deg(E)(σ♯, χ) = µq degF
♯
≤q +
q−1∑
j=1
(µj − µj+1) degF
♯
≤j ≥ 0
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(the 〈α, χ〉 term vanishes because we assume that s′′ is orthogonal to the center of h). On
the other hand, since s′′ ∈ autss(E,ϕ), the same arguments as in the proof of Proposition
2.14 imply that
(2.20) deg(E)(σ′′, χ) = µq deg F≤q +
q−1∑
j=1
(µj − µj+1) degF≤j = 0.
An easy computation shows that degF ♯≤j = degF≤j , whereas in general degF
♯
≤j ≤ degF
♯
≤j
with equality if and only if F ♯≤j = (F
♯
≤j)
∨∨, so that in general
degF≤j ≤ deg F
♯
≤j.
Since degF≤q = degF
♯
≤q = deg F
♯
≤q (because F≤q is equal to the sheaf associated to E(h
C))
and µj − µj+1 < 0 for any 1 ≤ j ≤ q − 1, we have
deg(E)(σ′′, χ) ≥ deg(E)(σ♯, χ),
which combined (2.19) and (2.20) yields deg(E)(σ′′, χ) = deg(E)(σ♯, χ) = 0. By the
previous comments, this equality implies F ♯≤j = (F
♯
≤j)
∨∨ for any j, so that F ♯≤j is the
sheaf of local holomorphic sections of a subbundle F ♯≤j ⊂ E(h
C). This has the following
consequence: if we define F ♯l =
⊕
k πk(Fl ∩ E≤k), then F
♯
l is also the sheaf of sections
of a subbundle F ♯l ⊂ E(h
C) and we have F ♯≤j =
⊕
l≤j F
♯
l . In particular, we obtain a
decomposition E(hC) =
⊕
l≤q F
♯
l . Let s
♯ =
∑
j µj IdF ♯j
∈ H0(E(hC)). Then we have
[s′, s♯] = 0 and furthermore s♯ ∈ autss(E,ϕ). These two properties imply that s♯ ∈
autss(E ′, ϕ′), so by Proposition 2.14 s♯ is central in the centralizer of s′. Similarly s′ is
central in the centralizer of s♯, so we can proceed as in the first case and deduce the
statement of the theorem with s′′ replaced by s♯. Reversing the roles of s′ and s′′ we
conclude the proof of Proposition 2.19. 
2.11. Hitchin-Kobayashi correspondence. Choose a Hermitian metric hL, on the com-
plex line bundle L, and denote by FL ∈ Ω
2(X ; iR) the curvature of the corresponding Chern
connection. Suppose that Eh ⊂ E defines a reduction of the structure group of E from
HC to H . Then the vector bundle E(B) = E ×HC B can be canonically identified with
Eh×HB, and hence inherits a Hermitian structure (obtained from the Hermitian structure
on B, which is preserved by H). So for any ϕ ∈ H0(E(B)⊗ L) it makes sense to define
µh(ϕ) := ρ
∗
(
−
i
2
ϕ⊗ ϕ∗h,hL
)
.
Here we identify iϕ⊗ϕ∗h,hL with a skew symmetric section of End(E(B)⊗L)∗ = End(E(B))∗,
hence a section of Eh(u(B))
∗. The map ρ∗ : Eh(u(B))
∗ → Eh(h)
∗ is induced by the dual
of the infinitesimal action of h on B. Using the isomorphism h∗ ≃ h given by the non-
degenerate pairing 〈·, ·, 〉 we view µh(ϕ) as a section of Eh(h).
Theorem 2.24. . Let (E,ϕ) be a α-polystable pair. There exists a reduction h of the
structure group of E from HC to H, given by a subbundle Eh ⊂ E, such that
(2.21) Λ(Fh) + µh(ϕ) = −iα,
where Fh ∈ Ω
2(X ;Eh(h)) denotes the curvature of the Chern connection on E with respect
to h and Λ : Ω2(X) → Ω0(X) is the adjoint of wedging with the volume form on X.
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Furthermore, if (E,ϕ) is α-stable then h is unique. Conversely, if (E,ϕ) is a pair which
admits a solution to equation (2.21), then (E,ϕ) is α-polystable.
Proof. Suppose first of all that (E,ϕ) is α-stable. Then by Proposition 2.14 we have
autss(E,ϕ) = H0(E(z)), so (E,ϕ) is simple in the sense of Definition 3.8 in [6].
Hence we can apply Theorem 4.1 of [6] to deduce the existence and uniqueness of h.
(Recall that the notion of α-stability given in the present paper coincides with the one in
[6] thanks to (3) in Lemma 2.12.) If (E,ϕ) is α-polystable but not stable, then we consider
the Jordan–Ho¨lder reduction (E ′, ϕ′, H ′, B′) of (E,ϕ,H,B). Now the pair (E ′, ϕ′) is simple
and we can proceed as before to get a reduction h′ of the structure group of E ′ from H ′C
to H ′ satisfying (2.21). But h′ also defines a reduction of the structure group of E from
HC to H , by defining Eh := Eh′ ×H′ H ⊂ Eh′ ×H′ H
C = E. For this choice of h, equation
(2.21) still holds.
The proof of the converse is standard. One first proves that if (E,ϕ) admits a solution
to the equations then (E,ϕ) is α-semistable (see for example [6]). To prove α-polystability
one can use the same strategy as in the Hitchin–Kobayashi correspondence for vector
bundles. Namely, assume that h ∈ E(HC/H) defines a reduction of the structure group to
H , in such a way that equation (2.21) is satisfied. Assume also that P ⊂ HC is a parabolic
subgroup, that there is a holomorphic reduction σ of the structure group of E to P , an
antidominant character χ of P such that ϕ is contained in E(B)−σ,χ ⊗ L and such that
(2.22) deg(E)(σ, χ)− 〈α, χ〉 = 0.
We want to prove that there is a further reduction σL of the structure group of E from P
to L and that ϕ is contained in E(B)0σL,χ ⊗ L.
Let Eh ⊂ E be the principal H bundle specified by h. The reduction σ corresponds to
an antiequivariant map ξ : E → HC/P , so that ξ(f) is a parabolic subgroup of HC for each
f ∈ E. Then, using the construction given in Lemma 2.6 we define an H-antiequivariant
map ψ : Eh → ih by setting ψ(f) = sξ(f),χ for any f ∈ Eh. The map ψ corresponds to a
section of Eh(ih), which we denote by
sh,σ,χ ∈ Eh(ih).
For details on the following notions the reader can consult [15]. Let E be the C∞ H-
principal bundle underlying Eh, and let A be the set of connections on E. Each element
of A ∈ A defines a holomorphic structure ∂A on E. Let also S be the space of smooth
sections of E×H B⊗L, and let G be the gauge group of E. The space A×S has a natural
structure of infinite dimensional symplectic manifold, with respect to which the action of
G is Hamiltonian and (A, φ) 7→ µ(A, φ) := Λ(Fh) + µh(ϕ) + iα can be identified with a
moment map for this action (see Section 4 in [15]). Furthermore, −ish,σ,χ can be identified
with an element in the Lie algebra of the gauge group G.
We will now apply the notions of maximal weight λ and the function λt (see Section
2.3 in [15]). Let A ∈ A be the element giving rise to the ∂-operator which corresponds to
the holomorphic structure E. A simple computation tells that (2.22) is equivalent to the
maximal weight of −ish,σ,χ on (∂A, ϕ) being zero:
λ((∂A, ϕ),−ish,σ,χ) = lim
t→∞
λt((∂A, ϕ),−ish,σ,χ) = 0.
Equation (2.21) is equivalent to the vanishing of the moment map of the action of G at
the pair (∂A, φ). Hence we have λ0((∂A, ϕ),−ish,σ,χ) = 0, and since λt((∂A, ϕ),−ish,σ,χ)
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is nondecreasing as a function of t it follows that λt((∂A, ϕ),−ish,σ,χ) = 0 for any t. This
implies that etsh,σ,χ fixes the pair (∂A, ϕ). That ∂A is fixed implies that sh,σ,χ induces a
holomorphic reduction σL of the structure group of E to L, and that ϕ is fixed implies
that ϕ is contained in E(B)−σ,χ ⊗ L. 
2.12. Automorphism groups of polystable pairs. In this section we prove that the
automorphism group of an α-polystable pair is reductive. Let (E,ϕ) be an L-twisted pair.
Let Aut(E,ϕ) denote the holomorphic automorphisms of (E,ϕ), i.e., the holomorphic
gauge transformations g : E → E such that φ ◦ gL = φ, where φ : EL → B is the
antiequivariant map corresponding to ϕ and gL : E×X L→ E ×X L is the transformation
acting as g in the E factor and the identity in the L factor.
The group Aut(E,ϕ) carries a natural structure of Lie group with Lie algebra equal to
aut(E, φ).
Lemma 2.25. Let (E,ϕ) be an α-polystable pair. Then Aut(E,ϕ) is a reductive Lie group.
Proof. If (E,ϕ) is α-polystable, then by Theorem 2.24 there exists a reduction h ∈
Γ(E(HC/H)) of the structure group satisfying equation (2.21). By the arguments in the
proof of Theorem 2.24 this can be interpreted as the vanishing of the moment map of the
action of G (the gauge group of Eh) on A× S at the point (A,ϕ), where A is the Chern
connection of E and h. It follows (see for example Proposition 1.6 in [27]) that Aut(E, φ)
is the complexification of Aut(E, φ) ∩ G. Any g ∈ Aut(E, φ) ∩ G preserves simultaneously
the complex structure of E and the reduction h, hence it also preserves the Chern connec-
tion A. But the group of gauge transformations in G preserving a given connection can
be identified with a closed subgroup of the automorphisms of the fiber of Eh at any given
point, and consequently is a compact Lie group. Hence Aut(E, φ) ∩ G is a compact Lie
group, so by the previous argument Aut(E, φ) is reductive. 
3. G-Higgs bundles and non-abelian Hodge Theory
3.1. L-twisted G-Higgs pairs, G-Higgs bundles and stability. Let G be a real re-
ductive Lie group, let H ⊂ G be a maximal compact subgroup and let g = h ⊕ m be a
Cartan decomposition, so that the Lie algebra structure on g satisfies
[h, h] ⊂ h, [h,m] ⊂ m, [m,m] ⊂ h.
The group H acts linearly on m through the adjoint representation, and this action extends
to a linear holomorphic action ofHC onmC = m⊗C. This is the isotropy representation:
(3.23) ι : HC → GL(mC).
Furthermore, the Killing form on g induces on mC a Hermitian structure which is preserved
by the action of H .
Let X be a closed Riemann surface and let L be a holomorphic line bundle on X . Let
E(mC) = E×HC m
C be the mC-bundle associated to E via the isotropy representation. Let
K be the canonical bundle of X .
Definition 3.1. An L-twisted G-Higgs pair onX is a pair (E,ϕ), where E is a holomor-
phic HC-principal bundle over X and ϕ is a holomorphic section of E(mC)⊗L. A G-Higgs
bundle onX is aK-twisted G-Higgs pair. Two L-twisted G-Higgs pairs (E,ϕ) and (E ′, ϕ′)
are isomorphic if there is an isomorphism f : E
≃
−→ E ′ such that ϕ′ = (ι(f)⊗ IdL)(ϕ).
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Remark 3.2. When G is compact m = 0 and hence a G-Higgs pair is simply a holomorphic
principal GC-bundle. When G is complex, if U ⊂ G is a maximal compact subgroup, the
Cartan decomposition of g is g = u+iu, where u is the Lie algebra of U . Then an L-twisted
G-Higgs pair (E,ϕ) consists of a holomorphic G-bundle E and ϕ ∈ H0(X,E(g)⊗L), where
E(g) is the g-bundle associated to E via the adjoint representation. These are the objects
introduced originally by Hitchin [12] when G = SL(2,C) and L = K.
An L-twisted G-Higgs pair is thus a particular case of the general concept of an L-twisted
pair introduced in Section 2. Hence α-stability, semistability and polystability are defined
for any α ∈ ih ∩ z, where z is the center of hC.
3.2. Moduli spaces of G-Higgs bundles. In order to relate G-Higgs bundles to repre-
sentations of the fundamental group of X (or certain central extension of the fundamental
group) in G, one requires α to lie also in the center of g. Since we will be mostly con-
cerned with G-Higgs bundles for G semisimple, this means simply α = 0. This justifies
the following terminology.
Notation 3.3. A G-Higgs bundle (E,ϕ) is said to be stable if it is 0-stable. We define
semistability and polystability of G-Higgs bundles similarly.
Henceforth, we shall assume that G is connected. Then the topological classification of
HC-bundles E on X is given by a characteristic class c(E) ∈ π1(H
C) = π1(H) = π1(G).
For a fixed d ∈ π1(G), the moduli space of polystable G-Higgs bundlesMd(G) is by
definition the set of isomorphism classes of polystable G-Higgs bundles (E,ϕ) such that
c(E) = d. When G is compact, the moduli space Md(G) coincides with Md(G
C), the
moduli space of polystable GC-bundles with topological invariant d.
The moduli space Md(G) has the structure of a complex analytic variety. This can be
seen by the standard slice method (see, e.g., Kobayashi [14]). Geometric Invariant Theory
constructions are available in the literature for G real compact algebraic (Ramanathan
[18]) and for G complex reductive algebraic (Simpson [25, 26]). The case of a real form of
a complex reductive algebraic Lie group follows from the general constructions of Schmitt
[20, 21]. We thus have the following.
Theorem 3.4. The moduli space Md(G) is a complex analytic variety, which is algebraic
when G is algebraic.
Remark 3.5. Schmitt’s construction (loc. cit.) in fact applies in the more general setting
of L-twisted G-Higgs pairs.
3.3. Deformation theory of G-Higgs bundles. In this section we recall some standard
facts about the deformation theory of G-Higgs bundles. A convenient reference for this
material is Biswas–Ramanan [2].
Definition 3.6. Let (E,ϕ) be a G-Higgs bundle. The deformation complex of (E,ϕ) is
the following complex of sheaves:
(3.24) C•(E,ϕ) : E(hC)
dι(ϕ)
−−−→ E(mC)⊗K.
This definition makes sense because φ is a section of E(mC)⊗K and [mC, hC] ⊆ mC.
The following result generalizes the fact that the infinitesimal deformation space of a
holomorphic vector bundle V is isomorphic to H1(EndV ).
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Proposition 3.7. The space of infinitesimal deformations of a G-Higgs bundle (E,ϕ) is
naturally isomorphic to the hypercohomology group H1(C•(E,ϕ)).
For any G-Higgs bundle there is a natural long exact sequence
0→ H0(C•(E,ϕ))→ H0(E(hC))
dι(ϕ)
−−−→ H0(E(mC)⊗K)
→ H1(C•(E,ϕ))→ H1(E(hC))
dι(ϕ)
−−−→ H1(E(mC)⊗K)→ H2(C•(E,ϕ))→ 0.
(3.25)
As an immediate consequence we have the following result.
Proposition 3.8. The infinitesimal automorphism space aut(E,ϕ) defined in Section 2.9
is isomorphic to H0(C•(E,ϕ)).
Let dι : hC → End(mC) be the derivative at the identity of the complexified isotropy
representation ι = Ad|HC : H
C → Aut(mC) (cf. Section 3.7). Let ker dι ⊆ hC be its kernel
and let E(ker dι) ⊆ E(hC) be the corresponding subbundle. Then there is an inclusion
H0(E(ker dι)) →֒ H0(C•(E,ϕ)).
Definition 3.9. A G-Higgs bundle (E,ϕ) is said to be infinitesimally simple if the
infinitesimal automorphism space H0(C•(E,ϕ)) is isomorphic to H0(E(ker dι ∩ z)).
Similarly, we have an inclusion ker ι ∩ Z(HC) →֒ Aut(E,ϕ), where Z(HC) is the center
of HC.
Definition 3.10. A G-Higgs bundle (E,ϕ) is said to be simple if Aut(E,ϕ) = ker ι ∩
Z(HC).
As a consequence of Propositions 3.8 and 2.14 we have the following.
Proposition 3.11. Any stable G-Higgs bundle (E,ϕ) with ϕ 6= 0 is infinitesimally simple.
Remark 3.12. If ker dι = 0, then (E,ϕ) is infinitesimally simple if and only if the vanishing
H0(C•(E,ϕ)) = 0 holds. A particular case of this situation is when the group G is a
complex semisimple group: indeed, in this case the isotropy representation is just the
adjoint representation.
Next we turn to the question of the vanishing of H2 of the deformation complex. In
order to deal with this question we shall use Serre duality for hypercohomology (see e.g.
Theorem 3.12 in [13]), which says that there are natural isomorphisms
(3.26) Hi(C•(E,ϕ)) ∼= H2−i(C•(E,ϕ)∗ ⊗K)∗,
where the dual of the deformation complex (3.24) is
C•(E,ϕ)∗ : E(mC)⊗K−1
−dι(ϕ)
−−−−→ E(hC).
An important special case of this is when G is a complex group.
Proposition 3.13. Assume that G is a complex group. Then there is a natural isomor-
phism
H2(C•(E,ϕ)) ∼= H0(C•(E,ϕ))∗.
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Proof. This is immediate from (3.26) and the fact that the deformation complex is dual
to itself, except for a sign in the map which does not influence the cohomology (cf. Re-
mark 3.2):
(3.27) C•(E,ϕ)∗ ⊗K : E(g)
−ad(ϕ)
−−−−→ E(g)⊗K
(note that when G is complex dι = ad: g→ g). 
Remark 3.14. The isomorphism H1(C•(E,ϕ)) ∼= H1(C•(E,ϕ))∗ is also important: it gives
rise to the natural complex symplectic structure on the moduli space of G-Higgs bundles
for complex groups G.
We have the following key observation (cf. (3.27); again we are ignoring the irrelevant
change of sign in the dual complex).
Proposition 3.15. Let G be a real group and let GC be its complexification. Let (E,ϕ) be
a G-Higgs bundle. Then there is an isomorphism of complexes:
C•GC(E,ϕ)
∼= C•G(E,ϕ)⊕ C
•
G(E,ϕ)
∗ ⊗K,
where C•GC(E,ϕ) denotes the deformation complex of (E,ϕ) viewed as a G
C-Higgs bundle,
and C•G(E,ϕ) denotes the deformation complex of (E,ϕ) viewed as a G-Higgs bundle.
Corollary 3.16. With the same hypotheses as in the previous Proposition, there is an
isomorphism
H0(C•GC(E,ϕ))
∼= H0(C•G(E,ϕ))⊕H
2(C•G(E,ϕ))
∗.
Proof. Immediate from the Proposition and Serre duality (3.26). 
Proposition 3.17. Let G be a real semisimple group and let GC be its complexification.
Let (E,ϕ) be a G-Higgs bundle which is stable viewed as a GC-Higgs bundle. Then the
vanishing
H0(C•G(E,ϕ)) = 0 = H
2(C•G(E,ϕ))
holds.
Proof. Since G is semisimple, so is GC. Hence, in view of Remark 3.12, the result follows
at once from Corollary 3.16 and Proposition 3.11. 
The following result on smoothness of the moduli space can be proved, for example,
from the standard slice method construction referred to above.
Proposition 3.18. Let (E,ϕ) be a stable G-Higgs bundle. If (E,ϕ) is simple and
H2(C•G(E,ϕ)) = 0,
then (E,ϕ) is a smooth point in the moduli space. In particular, if (E,ϕ) is a simple G-
Higgs bundle which is stable as a GC-Higgs bundle, then it is a smooth point in the moduli
space.
Suppose now that we are in the situation of Proposition 3.18 and that a local univer-
sal family exists. Then the dimension of the component of the moduli space containing
(E,ϕ) equals the dimension of the infinitesimal deformation space H1(C•G(E,ϕ)). In view
of Proposition 3.11, Remark 3.12 and Proposition 3.19, we also have H0(C•G(E,ϕ)) =
H2(C•G(E,ϕ)) = 0. So we have H
1(C•G(E,ϕ)) = −χ(C
•
G(E,ϕ)). A remarkable fact on this
equality is that, whereas the left hand side may depend on the choice of (E, φ), the right
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hand side is independent of it, as we will see in the proposition below. We shall refer to
−χ(C•G(E,ϕ)) as the expected dimension of the moduli space.
Proposition 3.19. Let G be semisimple. Then the expected dimension of the moduli space
of G-Higgs bundles is (g − 1) dimGC.
Proof. Let (E,ϕ) be any G-Higgs bundle. The long exact sequence (3.25) gives us
χ(C•G(E,ϕ))− χ(E(h
C)) + χ(E(mC)⊗K) = 0.
Serre duality implies that χ(E(mC)⊗K) = χ(E(mC)) and from the Riemann–Roch formula
we therefore obtain
−χ(C•G(E,ϕ)) = deg(E(m
C)) + (g − 1) rk(E(mC))−
(
deg(E(hC)) + (1− g) rk(E(hC)).
Any invariant pairing on gC (e.g. the Killing form) induces isomorphisms E(mC) ≃ E(mC)∗
and E(hC) ≃ E(hC)∗. Hence deg(E(mC)) = deg(E(hC)) = 0, whence the result. In
particular, the value of −χ(C•G(E,ϕ)) is independent of the choice of G-Higgs bundle
(E,ϕ). 
Remark 3.20. Note that the actual dimension of the moduli space (if non-empty) can be
smaller than the expected dimension. This happens for example when G = SU(p, q) with
p 6= q and maximal Toledo invariant (this follows from the study of U(p, q)-Higgs bundles
in [5]) — in this case there are in fact no stable SU(p, q)-Higgs bundles.
3.4. G-Higgs bundles and Hitchin equations. Let G be a connected semisimple real
Lie group. Let (E,ϕ) be a G-Higgs bundle over a compact Riemann surface X . By a
slight abuse of notation, we shall denote the C∞-objects underlying E and ϕ by the same
symbols. In particular, the Higgs field can be viewed as a (1, 0)-form: ϕ ∈ Ω1,0(E(mC)).
Given a reduction h of structure group to H in the smooth HC-bundle E, we denote by Fh
the curvature of the unique connection compatible with h and the holomorphic structure
on E. Let τh : Ω
1,0(E(gC)) → Ω0,1(E(gC)) be defined by the compact conjugation of gC
which is given fibrewise by the reduction h, combined with complex conjugation on complex
1-forms.
Theorem 3.21. There exists a reduction h of the structure group of E from HC to H
satisfying the Hitchin equation
Fh − [ϕ, τh(ϕ)] = 0
if and only if (E,ϕ) is polystable.
Remark 3.22. the Hitchin equation is an equation of 2-forms and makes sense without
choosing metrics on X and K, whereas the general Hermite–Einstein equation (2.21) is
an equation of scalars and requires a choice of metrics on X and L. Nevertheless, for any
choice of metric in the conformal class of the Riemann surface structure on X (and hence
on the holomorphic cotangent bundle K), the Hitchin equation is equivalent to (2.21) for
this choice of metric.
Theorem 3.21 was proved by Hitchin [12] for G = SL(2,C) and Simpson [23, 24] for
an arbitrary semisimple complex Lie group G. The proof for an arbitrary reductive real
Lie group G when (E,ϕ) is stable is given in [6], and the general polystable case fol-
lows as a particular case of the more general Hitchin–Kobayashi correspondence given in
Theorem 2.24.
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From the point of view of moduli spaces it is convenient to fix a C∞ principal H-
bundle EH with fixed topological class d ∈ π1(H) and study the moduli space of so-
lutions to Hitchin’s equations for a pair (A,ϕ) consisting of an H-connection A and
ϕ ∈ Ω1,0(X,EH(m
C)):
(3.28)
FA − [ϕ, τ(ϕ)] = 0
∂¯Aϕ = 0.
Here dA is the covariant derivative associated to A and ∂¯A is the (0, 1) part of dA, which
defines a holomorphic structure on EH . Also τ is defined by the fixed reduction of structure
group EH →֒ EH(H
C). The gauge group H of EH acts on the space of solutions and the
moduli space of solutions is
Mgauged (G) := {(A,ϕ) satisfying (3.28)}/H.
Now, Theorem 3.21 has as a consequence the following global statement.
Theorem 3.23. There is a homeomorphism
Md(G) ∼=M
gauge
d (G)
To explain this correspondence we interpret the moduli space ofG-Higgs bundles in terms
of pairs (∂¯E , ϕ) consisting of a ∂¯-operator (holomorphic structure) on the H
C-bundle EHC
obtained from EH by the extension of structure group H ⊂ H
C, and ϕ ∈ Ω1,0(X,EHC(m
C))
satisfying ∂¯Eϕ = 0. Such pairs are in correspondence with G-Higgs bundles (E,ϕ), where
E is the holomorphic HC-bundle defined by the operator ∂¯E on EHC and ∂¯Eϕ = 0 is
equivalent to ϕ ∈ H0(X,E(mC) ⊗ K). The moduli space of polystable G-Higgs bundles
Md(G) can now be identified with the orbit space
{(∂¯E , ϕ) : ∂¯Eϕ = 0, (∂¯E , ϕ) defines a polystable G-Higgs bundle}/H
C,
where HC is the gauge group of EHC, which is in fact the complexification ofH. Since there
is a one-to-one correspondence between H-connections on EH and ∂¯-operators on EHC, the
correspondence given in Theorem 3.23 can be interpreted by saying that in the HC-orbit
of a polystable G-Higgs bundle (∂¯E0 , ϕ0) we can find another Higgs bundle (∂¯E , ϕ) whose
corresponding pair (dA, ϕ) satisfies FA − [ϕ, τ(ϕ)] = 0, and this is unique up to H-gauge
transformations.
The infinitesimal deformation space of a solution (A,ϕ) to Hitchin’s equations can be
described as the first cohomology group of a certain elliptic deformation complex. To do
this, we follow Hitchin [12, § 5]. The linearized equations are:
dA(A˙)− [ϕ˙, τ(ϕ)]− [ϕ, τ(ϕ˙)] = 0,
∂¯Aϕ˙+ [A˙
0,1, ϕ] = 0,
for A˙ ∈ Ω1(X,EH(h)) and ϕ˙ ∈ Ω
1,0(X,EH(m
C)). The infinitesimal action of
ψ ∈ LieH = Ω0(X,EH(h))
is
(A, φ) 7→ (dAψ, [φ, ψ]).
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Thus the deformation theory of Hitchin’s equations is governed by the (elliptic) complex
C•(A,ϕ) : Ω0(X,EH(h))
d0−→ Ω1(X,EH(h))⊕ Ω
1,0(X,EH(m
C))
d1−→ Ω2(X,EH(h))⊕ Ω
1,1(X,EH(m
C)),
where the maps are
d0(ψ) = (dAψ, [ϕ, ψ])
and
d1(ψ) = (dA(A˙)− [ϕ˙, τ(ϕ)]− [φ, τ(ϕ˙)], ∂¯Aϕ˙+ [A˙
0,1, ϕ]).
The fact that (A,ϕ) is a solution to the equations, together with the gauge invariance of
the equations, guarantees that d1◦d0 = 0. Denote by H
i(C•(A,ϕ)) the cohomology groups
of the gauge theory deformation complex C•(A,ϕ).
Let
Aut(A,ϕ) := {h ∈ H : h∗A = A, and ι(h)(ϕ) = ϕ}.
Here ι : H → Aut(m) is the isotropy representation. Clearly Z(H) ∩ ker ι ⊂ Aut(A,ϕ).
Definition 3.24. Let (A,ϕ) be a solution of (3.28). We say that (A,ϕ) is irreducible if
and only if Aut(A,ϕ) = Z(H) ∩ ker ι. We say that (A,ϕ) is infinitesimally irreducible
if the Lie algebra of Aut(A,ϕ), which is identified with H0(C•(A,ϕ)) equals Z(h)∩ ker dι.
Proposition 3.25. Assume that H0(C•(A,ϕ)) = H2(C•(A,ϕ)) = 0 and that (A,ϕ) is
irreducible. Then Mgauged is smooth at [A,ϕ] and the tangent space is
T[A,ϕ]M
gauge
d
∼= H1(C•(A,ϕ)).
For a proper understanding of many aspects of the geometry of the moduli space of
Higgs bundles, one needs to consider the moduli space as the gauge theory moduli space
Mgauged (G). On the other hand, the formulation of the deformation theory in terms of
hypercohomology is very convenient. Fortunately, one has the following.
Proposition 3.26. At a smooth point of the moduli space, there is a natural isomorphism
of infinitesimal deformation spaces
H1(C•(A,ϕ)) ∼= H1(C•(E,ϕ)),
where the holomorphic structure on the Higgs bundle (E,ϕ) is given by ∂¯A.
As in Donaldson–Kronheimer [9, § 6.4] this can be seen by using a Dolbeault resolu-
tion to calculate H1(C•(E,ϕ)) and using harmonic representatives of cohomology classes,
via Hodge theory. For this reason we can freely apply the complex deformation theory
described in Section 3.3 to the gauge theory situation.
The following result is not essential for the present paper but we include it here for com-
pleteness. It can be deduced from the treatment of the Hitchin–Kobayashi correspondence
given in Section 2.
Proposition 3.27. Under the correspondence given by Theorem 3.23, a stable G-Higgs
bundle corresponds to an infinitesimally irreducible solution to Hitchin equations, while a
G-Higgs bundle which is stable and simple is in correspondence with an irreducible solution.
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3.5. Surface group representations. Let X be a closed oriented surface of genus g and
let
π1(X) = 〈a1, b1, . . . , ag, bg |
g∏
i=1
[ai, bi] = 1〉
be its fundamental group. Let G be a connected reductive real Lie group. By a represen-
tation of π1(X) in G we understand a homomorphism ρ : π1(X)→ G. The set of all such
homomorphisms, Hom(π1(X), G), can be naturally identified with the subset of G
2g con-
sisting of 2g-tuples (A1, B1 . . . , Ag, Bg) satisfying the algebraic equation
∏g
i=1[Ai, Bi] = 1.
This shows that Hom(π1(X), G) is a real analytic variety, which is algebraic if G is alge-
braic.
The group G acts on Hom(π1(X), G) by conjugation:
(g · ρ)(γ) = gρ(γ)g−1
for g ∈ G, ρ ∈ Hom(π1(X), G) and γ ∈ π1(X). If we restrict the action to the subspace
Hom+(π1(X), g) consisting of reductive representations, the orbit space is Hausdorff (see
Theorem 11.4 in [19]). By a reductive representation we mean one that composed
with the adjoint representation in the Lie algebra of G decomposes as a sum of irreducible
representations. If G is algebraic this is equivalent to the Zariski closure of the image
of π1(X) in G being a reductive group. (When G is compact every representation is
reductive.) Define the moduli space of representations of π1(X) in G to be the orbit space
R(G) = Hom+(π1(X), G)/G.
One has the following (see e.g. Goldman [11]).
Theorem 3.28. The moduli space R(G) has the structure of a real analytic variety, which
is algebraic if G is algebraic and is a complex variety if G is complex.
Given a representation ρ : π1(X)→ G, there is an associated flat G-bundle onX , defined
as Eρ = X˜ ×ρ G, where X˜ → X is the universal cover and π1(X) acts on G via ρ. This
gives in fact an identification between the set of equivalence classes of representations
Hom(π1(X), G)/G and the set of equivalence classes of flat G-bundles, which in turn is
parameterized by the cohomology set H1(X,G). We can then assign a topological invariant
to a representation ρ given by the characteristic class c(ρ) := c(Eρ) ∈ π1(G) corresponding
to Eρ. To define this, let G˜ be the universal covering group of G. We have an exact
sequence
1 −→ π1(G) −→ G˜ −→ G −→ 1
which gives rise to the (pointed sets) cohomology sequence
(3.29) H1(X, G˜) −→ H1(X,G)
c
−→ H2(X, π1(G)).
Since π1(G) is abelian the orientation of X defines an isomorphism
H2(X, π1(G)) ∼= π1(G),
and c(Eρ) is defined as the image of E under the last map in (3.29). Thus the class
c(Eρ) measures the obstruction to lifting Eρ to a flat G˜-bundle, and hence to lifting ρ
to a representation of π1(X) in G˜. For a fixed d ∈ π1(G), the moduli space of reductive
representations Rd(G) with topological invariant d is defined as the subvariety
(3.30) Rd(G) := {[ρ] ∈ R(G) | c(ρ) = d},
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where as usual [ρ] denotes the G-orbit G · ρ of ρ ∈ Hom+(π1(X), G).
One can study deformations of a class of representations [ρ] ∈ Rd(G) by means of group
cohomology (see [11]). The Lie algebra g is endowed with the structure of a π1(X)-module
by means of the composition
π1(X)
ρ
−→ G
Ad
−→ Aut(g).
Definition 3.29. Let ρ : π1(X)→ G be a representation of π1(X) in G. Let ZG(ρ) be the
centralizer in G of ρ(π1(X)). We say that ρ is irreducible if and only if it is reductive
and ZG(ρ) = Z(G), where Z(G) is the center of G. We say that ρ is an infinitesimally
irreducible representation if it is reductive and LieZG(ρ) = LieZ(G).
One has the following basic facts ([11]).
Proposition 3.30. (1) The Zariski tangent space to Rd(G) at an equivalence class [ρ]
is isomorphic to the cohomology group H1(π1(X), gAd ◦ρ).
(2) H0(π1(X), gAd ◦ρ) ∼= LieZG(ρ).
(3) H2(π1(X), gAd ◦ρ) ∼= H
0(π1(X), gAd ◦ρ)
∗
From this one obtains the following ([11]).
Proposition 3.31. Let G be a semisimple Lie group and let ρ : π1(X)→ G be irreducible.
Then the equivalence class [ρ] is a smooth point in Rd(G).
This is simply because ZG(ρ) = Z(G) is finite and hence
H0(π1(X), gAd ◦ρ) = H
2(π1(X), gAd ◦ρ) = 0.
An alternative way to study deformations of a representation is by using the correspond-
ing flat connection. To explain this, let E be a C∞ principal G-bundle over X with fixed
topological class d ∈ π1(G) = π1(H). Let D be a G-connection on E and let FD be its
curvature. If D is flat, i.e. FD = 0, then the holonomy of D around a closed loop in X only
depends on the homotopy class of the loop and thus defines a representation of π1(X) in
G. This gives an identification2,
Rd(G) ∼= {Reductive G-connections D | FD = 0}/G,
where, by definition, a flat connection is reductive if the corresponding representation of
π1(X) in G is reductive, and G is the group of automorphisms of E — the gauge group.
We can now linearize the flatness condition near a flat connection D:
d
dt
F (D + bt)t=0 = D(b)
for b ∈ Ω1(X,E(g)).
Linearize the action of the gauge group D 7→ g · D = gDg−1. For g(t) = exp(ψt) with
ψ ∈ Ω0(X,E(g)),
d
dt
(g(t) ·D)t=0 = D(ψ).
Thus the infinitesimal deformation space is H1 of the complex
0→ Ω0(X,E(g))
D
−→ Ω1(X,E(g))
D
−→ Ω2(X,E(g))→ 0.
Note that FD = D
2 = 0 means that this is in fact a complex.
2even when G is complex algebraic, this is merely a real analytic isomorphism, see Simpson [24, 25, 26]
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3.6. Representations and G-Higgs bundles. We assume now that G is connected and
semisimple. With the notation of the previous sections, we have the following non-abelian
Hodge Theorem for representations of the fundamental group of a closed Riemann surface
in a semisimple connected Lie group.
Theorem 3.32. Let G be a connected semisimple real Lie group. There is a homeomor-
phism Rd(G) ∼= Md(G). Under this homeomorphism, stable G-Higgs bundles correspond
to infinitesimally irreducible representations, and stable and simple G-Higgs bundles cor-
respond to irreducible representations.
Remark 3.33. On the open subvarieties defined by the smooth points of Rd and Md, this
correspondence is in fact an isomorphism of real analytic varieties.
Remark 3.34. There is a similar correspondence when G is reductive but not semisimple.
In this case, it makes sense to consider nonzero values of the stability parameter α. The
resulting Higgs bundles can be geometrically interpreted in terms of representations of the
universal central extension of the fundamental group of X , and the value of α prescribes
the image of a generator of the center in the representation.
The proof of Theorem 3.32 is the combination of two existence theorems for gauge-
theoretic equations. To explain this, let EG be, as above, a C
∞ principal G-bundle over X
with fixed topological class d ∈ π1(G) = π1(H). Every G-connection D on EG decomposes
uniquely as
D = dA + ψ,
where dA is an H-connection on EH and ψ ∈ Ω
1(X,EH(m)). Let FA be the curvature of
dA. We consider the following set of equations for the pair (dA, ψ):
(3.31)
FA +
1
2
[ψ, ψ] = 0
dAψ = 0
d∗Aψ = 0.
These equations are invariant under the action of H, the gauge group of EH . A theorem
of Corlette [7], and Donaldson [8] for G = SL(2,C), says the following.
Theorem 3.35. There is a homeomorphism
{Reductive G-connections D | FD = 0}/G ∼= {(dA, ψ) satisfying (3.31)}/H.
The first two equations in (3.31) are equivalent to the flatness of D = dA + ψ, and
Theorem 3.35 simply says that in the G-orbit of a reductive flat G-connection D0 we can
find a flat G-connection D = g(D0) such that if we write D = dA + ψ, the additional
condition d∗Aψ = 0 is satisfied. This can be interpreted more geometrically in terms of
the reduction h = g(h0) of EG to an H-bundle obtained by the action of g ∈ G on h0.
The equation d∗Aψ = 0 is equivalent to the harmonicity of the π1(X)-equivariant map
X˜ → G/H corresponding to the new reduction of structure group h.
To complete the argument, leading to Theorem 3.32, we just need Theorem 3.21 and
the following simple result.
Proposition 3.36. The correspondence (dA, ϕ) 7→ (dA, ψ := ϕ − τ(ϕ)) defines a homeo-
morphism
{(dA, ϕ) satisfying (3.28)}/H ∼= {(dA, ψ) satisfying (3.31)}/H.
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3.7. Jordan–Ho¨lder reduction of G-Higgs bundles. The purpose of this subsection
is to show that the Jordan–Ho¨lder reduction (defined in Section 2.10) of a G-Higgs bundle
is itself a G′-Higgs bundle for a reductive subgroup G′ ⊂ G.
Proposition 3.37. Let (E,ϕ) be an L-twisted G-Higgs pair which is α-polystable but not
α-stable. Then the Jordan–Ho¨lder reduction of (E,ϕ) is an L-twisted G′-Higgs pair for
some reductive subgroup G′ ⊂ G.
Proof. Recall from Section 2.10 that in the Jordan–Ho¨lder reduction (E ′, ϕ′, H ′, (mC)′) of
(E,ϕ,H,mC) the subgroup H ′ ⊂ H is defined as the centralizer of a torus T ⊂ H and that
(mC)′ is the fixed point set of T acting on mC. So it suffices to prove that the Lie algebra
structure on h⊕m induces a structure of Cartan pair on (h′, (mC)′ ∩m). The action of T
on h and m induces decompositions
h =
⊕
η∈T∨
hη and m =
⊕
η∈T∨
mη,
where T∨ denotes the group of characters of T (for which we use additive notation). Then
one has, as usual,
[hη, hµ] ⊂ hη+µ, [hη,mµ] ⊂ mη+µ, [mη,mµ] ⊂ hη+µ
for any pair of characters η, µ ∈ T∨. Taking η = µ = 0 and observing that h′ = h0 and
(mC)′ ∩m = m0, it follows that
[h′, h′] ⊂ h′, [h′, (mC)′ ∩m] ⊂ (mC)′ ∩m, [(mC)′ ∩m, (mC)′ ∩m] ⊂ h′,
so that (h′, (mC)′ ∩m) is certainly a Cartan pair.

Remark 3.38. We can make a more precise statement: defining G′ as the centralizer of
T inside G we have proved that the Jordan–Ho¨lder reduction of (E,ϕ) is an L-twisted
G′-Higgs pair.
4. Simplified stability of G-Higgs bundles
In this section we give concrete examples of G-Higgs bundles for various interesting
cases of real reductive groups G and we show how the general stability conditions can be
simplified to more workable conditions in these particular cases. Even though our main
interest lies in G-Higgs bundles, we state and prove our results in the more general setting
of L-twisted G-Higgs pairs, since this requires no extra work.
4.1. Sp(2n,C)-Higgs bundles. Consider now the case G = Sp(2n,C). A maximal com-
pact subgroup of G is H = Sp(2n) and hence HC coincides with Sp(2n,C). Now, if
W = C2n is the fundamental representation of Sp(2n,C) and ω denotes the standard
symplectic form on W, the isotropy representation space is
mC = sp(W) = sp(W, ω) := {ξ ∈ End(W) | ω(ξ·, ·) + ω(·, ξ·) = 0} ⊂ EndW,
so it coincides with the adjoint representation of Sp(2n,C) on its Lie algebra. An L-twisted
Sp(2n,C)-Higgs pair is thus a pair consisting of a rank 2n holomorphic symplectic vector
bundle (W,Ω) over X (so Ω is a holomorphic section of Λ2W ∗ whose restriction to each
fiber of W is non degenerate) and a section
Φ ∈ H0(L⊗ sp(W )),
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where sp(W ) is the vector bundle whose fiber over x is given by sp(Wx,Ωx).
Remark 4.1. Since the center of sp(2n,C) is trivial, α = 0 is the only possible value for
which stability of an L-twisted Sp(2n,C)-Higgs pair is defined.
Define for any filtration by holomorphic subbundles
W = (0 = W0 (W1 (W2 ( · · · (Wk = W )
satisfying Wk−i = W
⊥Ω
i for any i (here ⊥Ω denotes the perpendicular with respect to Ω)
the set
Λ(W) = {(λ1, λ2, . . . , λk) ∈ R
k | λi ≤ λi+1 and λk−i+1 + λi = 0 for any i }.
For any λ ∈ Λ(W) define the following subbundle of L⊗ EndW :
N(W, λ) =
⋂
λi≥λj
{Φ ∈ L⊗ sp(W ) | Φ(Wi) ⊂ L⊗Wj}.
Define also
d(W, λ) =
k−1∑
j=1
(λj − λj+1) degWj
(note that since W carries a symplectic structure we have W ≃ W ∗ and hence degW =
degWk = 0).
Following again Sections 2.7 and Section 2.8, the pair ((W,Ω),Φ) is said to be
• semistable if for any filtration W as above and any λ ∈ Λ(W) such that Φ ∈
H0(N(W, λ)), the following inequality holds: d(W, λ) ≥ 0.
• stable if it is semistable and furthermore, for any choice of filtration W and λ ∈
Λ(W) which is not identically zero (so for which there is a j < k such that λj <
λj+1), and such that Φ ∈ H
0(N(W, λ)), we have d(W, λ) > 0.
• polystable if it is semistable and for any filtration W as above and λ ∈ Λ(W)
satisfying λi < λi+1 for each i, ψ ∈ H
0(N(W, λ)) and d(W, λ) = 0, there is an
isomorphism
W ≃W1 ⊕W2/W1 ⊕ · · · ⊕Wk/Wk−1
such that the pairing via Ω any element of the summand Wi/Wi−1 with an ele-
ment of the summand Wj/Wj−1 is zero unless i + j = k + 1; furthermore, via the
isomorphism above,
Φ ∈ H0(
⊕
i
L⊗ Hom(Wi/Wi−1,Wi/Wi−1)).
We now prove a result which shows that the definition of (semi-,poly-)stability which
we have given coincides with the usual one in the literature. Recall that if (W,Ω) is a
symplectic vector bundle, a subbundle W ′ ⊂ W is said to be isotropic if W ′ ⊂ W ′⊥Ω and
coisotropic if W ′ ⊃W ′⊥Ω .
Theorem 4.2. An L-twisted Sp(2n,C)-Higgs pair ((W,Ω),Φ) is semistable if and only if
for any isotropic subbundle W ′ ⊂ W such that Φ(W ′) ⊂ L ⊗W ′ we have degW ′ ≤ 0.
Furthermore, ((W,Ω),Φ) is stable if for any nonzero and strict isotropic subbundle 0 6=
W ′ ⊂W such that Φ(W ′) ⊂ L⊗W ′ we have degW ′ < 0. Finally, ((W,Ω),Φ) is polystable
if it is semistable and for any nonzero and strict isotropic (resp., coisotropic) subbundle
W ′ ⊂W such that Φ(W ′) ⊂ L⊗W ′ and degW ′ = 0 there is a coisotropic (resp., isotropic)
subbundle W ′′ ⊂W such that Φ(W ′′) ⊂ L⊗W ′′ and W =W ′ ⊕W ′′.
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Proof. The proof follows the same ideas as the (more complicated) proof of Theorem 4.9
below, so we just give a sketch. Take an L-twisted Sp(2n,C)-Higgs pair ((W,Ω),Φ), and
assume that for any isotropic subbundle W ′ ⊂ W such that Φ(W ′) ⊂ L ⊗W ′ we have
degW ′ ≤ 0. We want to prove that ((W,Ω),Φ) is semistable. Choose any filtration
W = (0 ( W1 ( W2 ( · · · ( Wk = W ) satisfying Wk−i = W
⊥Ω
i for any i. We have to
understand the geometry of the convex set
Λ(W,Φ) = {λ ∈ Λ(W) | Φ ∈ N(W, λ)} ⊂ Rk.
Define for that J = {j | Φ(Wj) ⊂ L ⊗ Wj} = {j1, . . . , jr}. One checks easily that if
λ = (λ1, . . . , λk) ∈ Λ(W) then
(4.32) λ ∈ Λ(W,Φ)⇐⇒ λa = λb for any ji ≤ a ≤ b ≤ ji+1.
We claim that the set of indices J is symmetric:
(4.33) j ∈ J ⇐⇒ k − j ∈ J .
To check this it suffices to prove that Φ(Wj) ⊂ L⊗Wj implies that Φ(W
⊥Ω
j ) ⊂ L⊗W
⊥Ω
j .
Suppose that this is not true, so that for some j we have ΦWj ⊂ L ⊗ Wj and there
exists some w ∈ W⊥Ωj such that Φw /∈ L ⊗W
⊥Ω
j . Then there exists v ∈ Wj such that
Ω(v,Φw) 6= 0. However, since Φ ∈ H0(L⊗ sp(W )), we must have Ω(v,Φw) = −Ω(Φv, w),
and the latter vanishes because by assumption Φv belongs to Wj . So we have reached a
contradiction.
Let J ′ = {j ∈ J | 2j ≤ k} and define for any j ∈ J ′ the vector
Lj = −
∑
c≤j
ec +
∑
d≥k−j+1
ed,
where e1, . . . , ek is the canonical basis of R
k. It follows from (4.32) and (4.33) that Λ(W,Φ)
is the positive span of the vectors {Lj | j ∈ J
′}. Consequently, we have
d(W, λ) ≥ 0 for any λ ∈ Λ(W,Φ) ⇐⇒ d(W, Lj) ≥ 0 for any j .
One computes d(W, Lj) = − degWk−j−degWj . On the other hand, since we have an exact
sequence 0 → Wk−j → W
∗ → W ∗j → 0 (the injective arrow is given by the pairing with
Ω) we have 0 = degW ∗ = degWk−j + degW
∗
j , so degWk−j = degWj and consequently
d(W, Lj) ≥ 0 is equivalent to degWj ≤ 0, which holds by assumption. Hence ((W,Ω),Φ)
is semistable.
The converse statement, namely, that if ((W,Ω),Φ) is semistable then for any isotropic
subbundle W ′ ⊂ W such that Φ(W ′) ⊂ L ⊗ W ′ we have degW ′ ≤ 0 is immediate by
applying the stability condition of the filtration 0 ⊂ W ′ ⊂W ′⊥Ω ⊂W .
Finally, the proof of the second statement on stability is very similar to case of semista-
bility, so we omit it. The statement on polystability is also straightforward. 
4.2. SL(n,C)-Higgs bundles. If G = SL(n,C) then the maximal compact subgroup of
G is H = SU(n) and hence HC coincides with SL(n,C). Now, ifW = Cn is the fundamen-
tal representation of SL(n,C), the isotropy representation space is given by the traceless
endomorphisms of W
mC = sl(W) = {ξ ∈ End(W) | Tr ξ = 0} ⊂ EndW,
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so it coincides again with the adjoint representation of SL(n,C) on its Lie algebra. An
L-twisted SL(n,C)-Higgs pair is thus a pair consisting of a rank n holomorphic vector
bundle W over X endowed with a trivialization detW ≃ O and a holomorphic section
Φ ∈ H0(L⊗ End0W ),
where End0W denotes the bundle of traceless endomorphisms of W .
Remark 4.3. Since the center of sl(n,C) is trivial, α = 0 is the only possible value for
which stability of an L-twisted SL(n,C)-Higgs pair is defined.
Define for any filtration by holomorphic subbundles
W = (0 = W0 (W1 (W2 ( · · · (Wk = W )
the convex set
Λ(W) = {(λ1, λ2, . . . , λk) ∈ R
k | λi ≤ λi+1 for any i and
∑
i
rkWi(λi − λi+1) = 0}.
For any λ ∈ Λ(W) define the following subbundle of L⊗ EndW :
N(W, λ) =
⋂
λi≥λj
{Φ ∈ L⊗ End0(W ) | Φ(Wi) ⊂ L⊗Wj}.
Define also
d(W, λ) =
k−1∑
j=1
(λj − λj+1) degWj
(since detW is trivial we have degW = degWk = 0).
Following again Sections 2.7 and 2.8, (W,Φ) is said to be:
• semistable if for any filtration W and λ ∈ Λ(W) such that Φ ∈ H0(N(W, λ)), we
have d(W, λ) ≥ 0.
• stable if it is semistable and furthermore, for any choice of filtration W and λ ∈
Λ(W) which is not identically zero (so for which there is a j < k such that λj <
λj+1), and such that Φ ∈ H
0(N(W, λ)), we have d(W, λ) > 0.
• polystable if it is semistable and for any filtration W as above and λ ∈ Λ(W)
satisfying λi < λi+1 for each i, ψ ∈ H
0(N(W, λ)) and d(W, λ) = 0, there is an
isomorphism
W ≃W1 ⊕W2/W1 ⊕ · · · ⊕Wk/Wk−1
with respect to which
Φ ∈ H0(
⊕
i
L⊗ Hom(Wi/Wi−1,Wi/Wi−1)).
Again we have a result as Theorem 4.2 implying that the present notions of (semi)stability
coincide with the usual ones.
Theorem 4.4. An L-twisted SL(n,C)-Higgs pair (W,Φ) is semistable if and only if for
any subbundle W ′ ⊂ W such that Φ(W ′) ⊂ L ⊗W ′ we have degW ′ ≤ 0. Furthermore,
(W,Φ) is stable if for any nonzero and strict subbundle W ′ ⊂W such that Φ(W ′) ⊂ L⊗W ′
we have degW ′ < 0. Finally, (W,Φ) is polystable if it is semistable and for each subbundle
W ′ ⊂W such that Φ(W ′) ⊂ L⊗W ′ and degW ′ = 0 there is another subbundle W ′′ ⊂W
satisfying Φ(W ′′) ⊂ L⊗W ′′ and W = W ′ ⊕W ′′.
The proof of Theorem 4.4 is very similar to that of Theorem 4.2, so we omit it.
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4.3. Sp(2n,R)-Higgs bundles. Let G = Sp(2n,R). The maximal compact subgroup of G
is H = U(n) and hence HC = GL(n,C). Now, if V = Cn is the fundamental representation
of GL(n,C), then the isotropy representation space is:
mC = S2V⊕ S2V∗.
An L-twisted Sp(2n,R)-Higgs pair is thus a pair consisting of a rank n holomorphic vector
bundle V over X and a section
ϕ = (β, γ) ∈ H0(L⊗ S2V ⊕ L⊗ S2V ∗).
In the particular case when L = K, we obtain the notion of an Sp(2n,R)-Higgs bundle.
Notation 4.5. If W is a vector bundle and W ′,W ′′ ⊂W are subbundles, then W ′⊗S W
′′
denotes the image of W ′⊗W ′′ ⊂W ⊗W under the symmetrization map W ⊗W → S2W
(this should be defined in sheaf theoretical terms to be sure that W ′ ⊗S W
′′ is indeed a
subbundle, since the intersection of W ′ ⊗W ′′ and the kernel of the symmetrization map
might change dimension from one fiber to the other). Also, we denote by W ′⊥ ⊂ W ∗ the
kernel of the restriction map W ∗ → W ′∗.
4.3.1. (Semi,poly)stability for Sp(2n,R) bundles. Let α be a real number. In order to
state the α-(semi,poly)stability condition for an L-twisted Sp(2n,R)-Higgs pair, we need
to introduce some notation.
Let k be an integer satisfying k ≥ 1. We call a filtration of V of length k − 1 any
strictly increasing filtration by holomorphic subbundles
V = (0 = V0 ( V1 ( V2 ( · · · ( Vk−1 ( Vk = V ).
Let λ = (λ1 < λ2 < · · · < λk) be a strictly increasing sequence of k real numbers. Define
Nβ(V, λ) =
∑
λi+λj≤0
1≤i,j≤k
L⊗ (Vi ⊗S Vj) and Nγ(V, λ) =
∑
λi+λj≥0
1≤i,j≤k
L⊗ (V ⊥i−1 ⊗S V
⊥
j−1),
and let 3
(4.34) N(V, λ) = Nβ(V, λ)⊕Nγ(V, λ).
Define also4
(4.35) d(V, λ, α) = λk(deg Vk − αnk) +
k−1∑
j=1
(λj − λj+1)(deg Vj − αnj),
where nj = rkVj.
We say that the pair (V, λ) is trivial if the length of V is 0 and λ1 = 0.
According to Section 2.8 (see also [6]) the α-(semi)stability condition for an L-twisted
Sp(2n,R)-Higgs pair can now be stated as follows.
Proposition 4.6. The pair (V, ϕ) is α-(semi)stable if for any integer k ≥ 1, any filtration
V of length k − 1 of V and any strictly5 increasing sequence λ of k real numbers such that
(V, λ) is not trivial and ϕ ∈ H0(N(V, λ)), the inequality
(4.36) d(V, λ, α)(≥) > 0
3This is the same as the bundle L⊗E(B)−
σ,χ
of Section 2.8; we use the notation N(V , λ) for convenience.
4This expression is equal to deg(E)(σ, χ) − 〈α, χ〉 of Section 2.8.
5The consideration of strictly increasing sequences is justified by Lemma 4.8 below.
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holds (i.e., the inequality is required to be strict when defining stability, but it can be equality
when defining semistability).
The pair (V, ϕ) is α-polystable if it is α-semistable and for any integer k ≥ 1, any
filtration V of length k − 1 of V and any strictly increasing sequence λ of k real numbers
such that (V, λ) is not trivial, ϕ ∈ H0(N(V, λ)) and d(V, λ, α) = 0, there is an isomorphism
of holomorphic bundles
σ : V → V1 ⊕ V2/V1 ⊕ . . . Vk/Vk−1
such that Vj = σ
−1(V1 ⊕ V2/V1 ⊕ . . . Vj/Vj−1) for each 1 ≤ j ≤ k, and such that
β ∈ H0
 ∑
λi+λj=0
L⊗ σ−1(Vi/Vi−1)⊗S σ
−1(Vj/Vj−1)

and
γ ∈ H0
 ∑
λi+λj=0
L⊗ σ∗((Vi/Vi−1)
∗)⊗S σ
∗((Vj/Vj−1)
∗)
 .
In the particular case when L = K, we obtain the (semi,poly)stability conditions for
Sp(2n,R)-Higgs bundles by setting α = 0 above.
The case in which (V, λ) is trivial may of course be included in the definition of α-
semistability, since in this situation d(V, λ, α) = 0 automatically.
4.3.2. When the inclusions in V are not strict. Let k ≥ 1 be an integer, and let V denote
a sequence of not necessarily strict inclusions of holomorphic subbundles
V = (0 = V0 ⊂ V1 ⊂ V2 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Vk−1 ⊂ Vk = V ).
Let λ = (λ1 < λ2 < · · · < λk) be a strictly increasing sequence of k. The fact that the
inclusions Vi ⊂ Vi+1 may be equalities does not prevent the definitions (4.34) and (4.35)
from making sense. On the other hand, we can relate this more general situation to the
one considered previously via the following construction.
Define
(4.37) I = {i1, . . . , ir} = {i ∈ {1, . . . , k} | Vi−1 6= Vi}
and let
(V, λ)′ := ((0 := Vi0 ( Vi1 ( · · · ( Vir−1 ( Vir = V ), (λi1 < . . . λir)).
Define also, for any 1 ≤ k ≤ r:
prev(ik) :=
{
0 if k = 1
ik−1 otherwise
Lemma 4.7. We have N(V, λ) = N((V, λ)′) and d(V, λ, α) = d((V, λ)′, α).
Proof. The equality d(V, λ, α) = d((V, λ)′, α) is obvious. We prove separately Nβ(V, λ) =
Nβ((V, λ)
′) and Nγ(V, λ) = Nγ((V, λ)
′). Using the set I defined in (4.37) we may write
Nβ((V, λ)
′) =
∑
λi+λj≤0
i,j∈I
L⊗ Vi ⊗S Vj and Nγ((V, λ)
′) =
∑
λi+λj≥0
i,j∈I
L⊗ V ⊥prev(i) ⊗S V
⊥
prev(j),
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The inclusion Nβ((V, λ)
′) ⊂ Nβ(V, λ) is obvious. Since Vprev(i) = Vi−1 for any i, we have
Nγ((V, λ)
′) =
∑
λi+λj≥0
i,j∈I
L⊗ V ⊥i−1 ⊗S V
⊥
j−1,
from which we deduce Nγ((V, λ)
′) ⊂ Nγ(V, λ).
To prove the inclusion Nβ(V, λ) ⊂ Nβ((V, λ)
′) note that if 1 ≤ i, j ≤ k satisfy λi+λj ≤ 0
and we denote by 1 ≤ i′ ≤ k (resp. 1 ≤ j′ ≤ k) the smallest integer such that Vi′ = Vi
(resp. Vj′ = Vj) then we have i
′, j′ ∈ I and λi′ ≤ λi, λj′ ≤ λj, so λi′ + λj′ ≤ 0, and clearly
Vi ⊗S Vj = Vi′ ⊗S Vj′.
Similarly, Nγ(V, λ) ⊂ Nγ((V, λ)
′) is proved by observing that if 1 ≤ i, j ≤ k satisfy
λi + λj ≥ 0 and we denote by 1 ≤ i
′ ≤ k (resp. 1 ≤ j′ ≤ k) the biggest integer such
that Vi′−1 = Vi−1 (resp. Vj′−1 = Vj−1) then we have i
′, j′ ∈ I and λi′ ≥ λi, λj′ ≥ λj, so
λi′ + λj′ ≥ 0, and clearly V
⊥
i−1 ⊗S V
⊥
j−1 = V
⊥
i′−1 ⊗S V
⊥
j′−1. 
4.3.3. When the numbers in λ are not strictly increasing. Now assume that V is a filtration
of V of length k − 1, with strict inclusions as in Subsection 4.3.1:
V = (0 = V0 ( V1 ( V2 ( · · · ( Vk−1 ( Vk = V ),
and that λ is a sequence of nondecreasing real numbers λ = (λ1 ≤ λ2 ≤ · · · ≤ λk). Again,
the definitions of N(V, λ) and deg(V, λ, α) make sense and they can be related to the case
considered in Subsection 4.3.1. Indeed, if we define
(4.38) J = {j1, . . . , jr} = {i ∈ {1, . . . , k − 1} | λi 6= λi+1} ∪ {k}
and
(V, λ)′′ := ((0 := Vj0 ( Vj1 ( · · · ( Vjr−1 ( Vjr = V ), (λj1 < . . . λjr)),
then we have:
Lemma 4.8. N(V, λ) = N((V, λ)′′) and d(V, λ, α) = d((V, λ)′′, α). Furthermore,
(V, λ)′′ is trivial ⇐⇒ λ1 = · · · = λk = 0.
Proof. The equality d(V, λ, α) = d((V, λ)′′, α) is obvious. Define, for any 2 ≤ k ≤ r,
prev(jk) = jk−1, and let prev(j1) = 0. We prove separately Nβ(V, λ) = Nβ((V, λ)
′′) and
Nγ(V, λ) = Nγ((V, λ)
′′). We have
Nβ((V, λ)
′′) =
∑
λi+λj≤0
i,j∈J
L⊗Vi⊗S Vj and Nγ((V, λ)
′′) =
∑
λi+λj≥0
i,j∈J
L⊗V ⊥prev(i)⊗S V
⊥
prev(j).
The inclusion Nβ((V, λ)
′′) ⊂ Nβ(V, λ) is obvious. To prove the inclusion Nβ(V, λ) ⊂
Nβ((V, λ)
′′) note that if 1 ≤ i, j ≤ k satisfy λi + λj ≤ 0 and we denote by 1 ≤ i
′ ≤ k
(resp. 1 ≤ j′ ≤ k) the biggest integer such that λi′ = λi (resp. λj′ = λj) then we have
λi′ + λj′ ≤ 0 and, since i ≤ i
′ and j ≤ j′, Vi ⊗S Vj ⊂ Vi′ ⊗S Vj′.
We prove Nγ((V, λ)
′′) ⊂ Nγ(V, λ). Let i, j ∈ J satisfy λi+λj ≥ 0. Define i
′ = prev(i)+1
and j′ = prev(j) + 1. Then λi′ + λj′ = λi + λj ≥ 0 and V
⊥
prev(i) ⊗S V
⊥
prev(j) = V
⊥
i′−1 ⊗S V
⊥
j′−1,
so the inclusion follows.
We now prove Nγ(V, λ) ⊂ Nγ((V, λ)
′′). Suppose that 1 ≤ i, j ≤ k satisfy λi + λj ≥
0. Define i′ = min{k ∈ J | k ≥ i} and j′ = min{k ∈ J | k ≥ j}. Then we have
λi′+λj′ = λi+λj ≥ 0 and, since prev(i
′) ≤ i−1 and prev(j′) ≤ j−1, we have an inclusion
V ⊥i′−1 ⊗S V
⊥
j′−1 ⊂ V
⊥
prev(i) ⊗S V
⊥
prev(j).
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Finally, the characterization of the case in which (V, λ)′′ is trivial is obvious. 
Of course, we could consider a more general situation by combining this subsection with
the previous one, allowing pairs (V, λ) where neither the inclusions in V nor the inequalities
in λ are assumed to be strict. But since we will not need this degree of generality, we will
not study this case here.
4.3.4. Simplified (semi,poly)stability for Sp(2n,R) bundles. In the next theorem we prove
that the notions of (semi,poly)stability can be simplified, in the sense that it is enough to
consider filtrations of length ≤ 2 (cf. Theorem 2.8.4.13 of Schmitt [21]).
Theorem 4.9. Let (V, ϕ) be an L-twisted Sp(2n,R)-Higgs pair. In the following statements
we consider subbundles of V denoted as Vj, and we denote by nj the rank of Vj.
(1) The pair (V, ϕ) is α-semistable if and only if for any filtration of holomorphic
subbundles 0 ⊂ V1 ⊂ V2 ⊂ V such that
(4.39) ϕ = (β, γ) ∈ H0(L⊗ ((S2V2 + V1 ⊗S V )⊕ (S
2V ⊥1 + V
⊥
2 ⊗S V
∗)))
we have deg V − deg V2 − deg V1 ≥ α(n− n2 − n1).
(2) The pair (V, ϕ) is α-stable if and only if the following condition is satisfied. For
any filtration of holomorphic subbundles 0 ⊂ V1 ⊂ V2 ⊂ V , except the filtration
0 = V1 ⊂ V2 = V such that
ϕ ∈ H0(L⊗ ((S2V2 + V1 ⊗S V )⊕ (S
2V ⊥1 + V
⊥
2 ⊗S V
∗)))
we have deg V − deg V2 − deg V1 > α(n− n2 − n1).
(3) The pair (V, ϕ) is α-polystable if and only if it is semistable and: for any filtration
of holomorphic subbundles 0 ⊂ V1 ⊂ V2 ⊂ V distinct from the filtration 0 = V1 ⊂
V2 = V such that
ϕ ∈ H0(L⊗ ((S2V2 + V1 ⊗S V )⊕ (S
2V ⊥1 + V
⊥
2 ⊗S V
∗)))
and deg V − deg V2 − deg V1 = α(n − n2 − n1), there exists an isomorphism of
holomorphic vector bundles
σ : V → V1 ⊕ V2/V1 ⊕ V/V2
satisfying these properties:
(a) V1 = σ
−1(V1), V2 = σ
−1(V1 ⊕ V2/V1),
(b) β ∈ H0(K ⊗ (S2(σ−1(V2/V1))⊕ σ
−1(V1)⊗S σ
−1(V/V2))),
(c) γ ∈ H0(K ⊗ (S2(σ∗(V2/V1)
∗)⊕ σ∗(V ∗1 )⊗S σ
∗(V/V2)
∗))).
In the statement of Theorem 4.9 the inclusions in the filtration 0 ⊂ V1 ⊂ V2 ⊂ V are
not necessarily strict, in contrast to the filtrations considered in the definition given in
Proposition 4.6. However, one can still interpret the conditions appearing in Theorem
4.9 as particular cases of those appearing in Proposition 4.6, so what Theorem 4.9 says is
roughly that many of the conditions involved in the characterization of (semi,poly)stability
given by Proposition 4.6 are redundant. This can be seen using Lemma 4.7: if we define
V = (V1 ⊂ V2 ⊂ V3 = V ) and λ = (λ1 = −1, λ2 = 0, λ3 = 1)
then we have
N(V, λ) = L⊗ ((S2V2 + V1 ⊗S V )⊕ (S
2V ⊥1 + V
⊥
2 ⊗S V
∗))
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and
d(V, λ, α) = deg V − deg V2 − deg V1 − α(n− n2 − n1).
Finally, we have
(V, λ)′ is trivial ⇐⇒ V1 = 0, V2 = V,
which explains the exception considered in the characterizations of stability and polysta-
bility.
The advantage of considering non necessarily strict inclusions is that they allow a more
compact characterization of (semi,poly)stability. If we insisted on using strict inclusions,
then we would be forced to consider separately filtrations of length 0, 1 and 2, and our
simplified conditions would become more complicated.
The preceding arguments prove that the (semi,poly)stability conditions in Proposition
4.6 imply the (semi,poly)stability ”simplified” conditions stated in Theorem 4.9. It thus
suffices to check the other implication, namely that the simplified conditions appearing in
Theorem 4.9 imply the conditions stated in Proposition 4.6.
Remark 4.10. When ϕ = 0, the α-semistability of (V, ϕ) is equivalent to α = µ(V ), where
µ(V ) = deg V/ rkV is the slope of V , and V being (semi)stable. Let us see how to deduce
this from Theorem 4.9. If 0 = V1 = V2, then the condition (4.39) is equivalent to β = 0
and the inequality
(4.40) deg V − deg V2 − deg V1 ≥ α(n− n2 − n1)
reads deg V ≥ αn. If V1 = V2 = V , then (4.39) is equivalent to γ = 0 and the inequality
(4.40) says that deg V ≤ αn. Consequently, if ϕ = (β, γ) = 0, then α-semistability
implies α = deg V/ rkV = µ(V ). In this case, taking V1 = 0 and V2 ⊂ V any subbundle,
the condition (4.40) is equivalent to µ(V2) ≤ µ(V ), so V is semistable. Conversely, if
V is semistable and α = µ(V ), then the condition (4.40) is satisfied for any filtration
0 ⊂ V1 ⊂ V2 ⊂ V . Indeed, (4.40) is equivalent to
deg V − αn ≥ (deg V1 − αn1) + (deg V2 − αn2).
But deg V − αn = 0 because µ(V ) = α, and since V is semistable we have µ(Vj) =
deg Vj/nj ≤ µ(V ) = α, which is equivalent to deg Vj − αnj ≤ 0.
In contrast, (V, ϕ) with ϕ = 0 will never be stable as an Sp(2n,R)-Higgs bundle, even
when V is a stable vector bundle.
The proof of Theorem 4.9 will be given in Section 4.5.
4.4. Some results on convex sets. Let W be an n dimensional vector space over R.
We denote the convex hull of any subset S ⊂ W by
CH(S) ⊂W.
Let h1, h2, . . . , hl be elements of the dual space W
∗. We assume that l ≥ n and that the
first n elements h1, . . . , hn are a basis of W
∗. Define for any h ∈ W ∗ the set
{h ≤ a} = {v ∈ W | h(v) ≤ a} ⊂W,
and define {h = a} ⊂ W similarly.
Consider the convex subset of W
C =
⋂
i
{hi ≤ 0}
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(here and below if no range is specified for the index then it is supposed to be the whole
set {1, . . . , l}).
Remark 4.11. The fact that {h1, . . . , hl} span W
∗ is equivalent to the condition that C
does not contain any positive dimensional vector subspace of W . Indeed, if h ∈ W ∗ and
Z ⊂W is a subspace contained in {h ≤ 0}, then Z is contained in {h = 0}. Consequently
any vector subspace of W contained in C has to lie in
⋂
i{hi = 0} = 0.
Given a subset A ⊂ W we denote by WA ⊂ W the smallest affine subspace containing
A, and we denote by
∂RA ⊂ WA ⊂W
the boundary (in the sense of set topology) of A viewed as a subspace of WA. More
concretely, ∂RA is the set of points which are both the limit of a sequence of points in A and
of a sequence of points in WA \A. The proof of the following statement is straightforward
and left to the reader:
(4.41) A ⊂W compact and convex =⇒ A = CH(∂RA).
The following is also easy to prove:
(4.42) W ′ ⊂W affine subspace =⇒ ∂R(A ∩W
′) ⊂ ∂RA for any A ⊂W.
Lemma 4.12. C = CH(∂RC).
Proof. For any α ≤ 0 define Cα = C ∩ {h1 + · · · + hn = α}. Since C is closed, for
any x ∈ C we have hi(x) ≤ 0, and furthermore h1, . . . , hn is a basis of W
∗, we deduce
that Cα is compact. Hence, by (4.41), Cα = CH(∂RCα). Now take any x ∈ C and set
α = h1(x)+ · · ·+hn(x). Then x ∈ Cα = CH(∂Cα) ⊂ CH(∂RC), where the second inclusion
follows from (4.42). This proves that C ⊂ CH(∂RC). The other inclusion follows from the
fact that C is convex and closed. 
It follows from the definition of C that we have
∂RC =
⋃
i
Ci,
where Ci = {hi = 0} ∩ C. For any i the collection of elements h1, . . . , hl induce elements
h′1, . . . , h
′
l on the dual of {hi = 0} which obviously span. Hence we may apply again the
lemma to Ci and deduce that Ci = CH(∂RCi). Proceeding recursively, we deduce that C
is the convex hull of the union of the sets
CI =
⋂
i∈I
{hi = 0} ∩ C
where I runs over the collection of subsets of {1, . . . , l} satisfying:
(4.43) |I| = n− 1 and the vectors {hi | i ∈ I} are linearly independent.
Each such subset CI is a halfline.
Lemma 4.13. Fix a basis e1, . . . , en of W , and denote by e
∗
1, . . . , e
∗
n the dual basis. Assume
that any hi can be written either as e
∗
a − e
∗
b or ±(e
∗
a + e
∗
b) for some indices a, b depending
on i. Then for any I satisfying (4.43) there are disjoint subsets P,N ⊂ {1, . . . , n} so that
defining the element cI =
∑
i∈P ei −
∑
j∈N ej we have CI = R≥0cI .
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Proof. Pick some I satisfying (4.43), so that CI =
⋂
i∈I{hi = 0} is one dimensional, and
let cI ∈ W be an element such that CI = R≥0cI . Write cI =
∑
λjej and take some nonzero
λ ∈ {λ1, . . . , λn}. Define Pλ = {j | λj = λ} and Nλ = {j | λj = −λ}. We want to prove
that for any j /∈ Pλ ∪Nλ, λj = 0. Suppose the contrary. Then
c′I =
∑
j∈Pλ∪Nλ
2λjej +
∑
j /∈Pλ∪Nλ
λjej
does not belong to RcI . However, for any pair of indices a, b we clearly have
(e∗a − e
∗
b)cI = 0 =⇒ (e
∗
a − e
∗
b)c
′
I = 0 and (e
∗
a + e
∗
b)cI = 0 =⇒ (e
∗
a + e
∗
b)c
′
I = 0.
This implies by our assumption that c′I ∈
⋂
i∈I{hi = 0} = CI , in contradiction with the
fact that CI is one dimensional. 
4.5. Proof of Theorem 4.9. As already mentioned, when ϕ = 0 the pair (V, 0) is α-
semistable if and only if α = µ(V ) and V is semistable. Thus, by Remark 4.10, it suffices
to consider the case ϕ 6= 0. Moreover, by Lemmas 4.7 and 4.8 we may consider non-strictly
increasing filtrations and sequences λ in the (semi-,poly-)stability condition.
Let V be any filtration of V , and define
Λ(V, ϕ) = {λ ∈ Rk | λ1 ≤ · · · ≤ λk, ϕ ∈ N(V, λ)}.
The pair (V, ϕ) is α-semistable if for any λ ∈ Λ(V, ϕ) we have
d(V, λ, α) ≥ 0.
But d(V, λ, α) is clearly a linear function on λ, so to check semistability it suffices to verify
that d(V, λ, α) ≥ 0 for any λ belonging to a set Λ′ ⊂ Rk whose convex hull is Λ(V, ϕ).
Define for any i, j the subbundles
Di,j = Vi ⊗S Vj + Vi−1 ⊗S V + V ⊗S Vj−1 ⊂ S
2V
and
D∗i,j = V
⊥
i−1 ⊗S V
⊥
j−1 + V
⊥
i ⊗S V
∗ + V ∗ ⊗S V
⊥
j ⊂ S
2V ∗.
A tuple λ1 ≤ · · · ≤ λk belongs to Λ(V, ϕ) if and only if these two conditions holds:
• for any i, j such that β is contained in H0(L ⊗ Di,j) but is not contained in the
sum H0(L⊗Di−1,j) +H
0(L⊗Di,j−1), we have λi + λj ≤ 0.
• for any i, j such that γ is contained in H0(L⊗D∗i,j) but is not contained in the sum
H0(L⊗D∗i+1,j) +H
0(L⊗D∗i,j+1), we have λi + λj ≥ 0.
Hence Λ(V, ϕ) ⊂ Rk is the intersection of halfspaces of the form {λi − λi+1 ≤ 0} and,
{λa + λb ≤ 0} (for at least one pair (a, b), if β 6= 0) or {λc + λd ≥ 0} (for at least
one pair (c, d), if γ 6= 0). Since the only nonzero vector subspace included in the set
Λ = {λ1 ≤ · · · ≤ λk} is the line generated by (1, . . . , 1) and the set Λ(V, ϕ) is contained in
Λ and furthermore satisfies at least one equation of the form λa + λb ≥ 0 or λc + λd ≤ 0,
it follows that Λ(V, ϕ) does not contain any nonzero vector subspace.
So by the arguments Section 4.4, the space Λ(V, ϕ) is the convex hull of a collection of half
lines of the form R≥0λI , and by Lemma 4.13 we can assume that the coordinates of λI are 0
and ±1. But if λI ∈ Λ(V, ϕ) we necessarily must have cI = (−1, . . . ,−1, 0, . . . , 0, 1, . . . , 1),
say a copies of −1, b of 0 and k−(a+b) of 1. Consider first the case when 0 < a < a+b < k.
Define now the filtration
V ′ = (0 ( Va ( Va+b ( V ).
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One can easily check that
d(V, λI , α) = d(V
′, (−1, 0, 1), α) = deg V − deg Va − deg Va+b − α(n− na − na+b),
and that N(V, λ) = L⊗ ((S2Va+b + Va ⊗S V )⊕ (S
2V ⊥a + V
⊥
a+b ⊗S V
∗)).
It therefore follows that to check semistability, it suffices to consider filtrations of length
at most two, with λ = (−1, 0, 1) (or a suitable degeneration). This concludes the proof of
(1) of Theorem 4.9. The proofs of (2) and (3) follow in essentially the same way. 
4.6. Jordan–Ho¨lder reduction for polystable Sp(2n,R)-Higgs bundles. It follows
from Section 2.10 that any α-polystable G-Higgs pair admits a Jordan–Ho¨lder reduction.
In order to state this result in the case of G = Sp(2n,R), we need to describe some special
Sp(2n,R)-Higgs bundles arising from G-Higgs bundles associated to certain real subgroups
G ⊆ Sp(2n,R).
The subgroup G = U(n). Observe that a U(n)-Higgs bundle is nothing but a holomorphic
vector bundle V of rank n. The standard inclusion υU(n) : U(n) →֒ Sp(2n,R) gives the
correspondence
(4.44) V 7→ υU(n)∗ V = (V, 0)
associating the Sp(2n,R)-Higgs bundle υ
U(n)
∗ V = (V, 0) to the holomorphic vector bundle
V .
The subgroup G = U(p, q). In the following we assume that p, q ≥ 1. As is easily seen,
a U(p, q)-Higgs bundle (cf. [5]) is given by the data (V˜ , W˜ , ϕ˜ = β˜ + γ˜), where V˜ and W˜
are holomorphic vector bundles of rank p and q, respectively, β˜ ∈ H0(K ⊗ Hom(W˜ , V˜ ))
and γ˜ ∈ H0(K ⊗ Hom(V˜ , W˜ )). Let n = p + q. The imaginary part of the standard
indefinite Hermitian metric of signature (p, q) on Cn is a symplectic form, and thus there
is an inclusion υU(p,q) : U(p, q) →֒ Sp(2n,R). At the level of G-Higgs bundles, this gives
rise to the correspondence
(4.45) (V˜ , W˜ , ϕ˜ = β˜ + γ˜) 7→ υU(p,q)∗ (V˜ , W˜ , ϕ˜) = (V, ϕ = β + γ),
where
V = V˜ ⊕ W˜ ∗, β =
(
0 β˜
β˜ 0
)
and γ =
(
0 γ˜
γ˜ 0
)
.
In the following we shall occasionally slightly abuse language, saying simply that υ
U(n)
∗ V
is a U(n)-Higgs bundle and that υ
U(p,q)
∗ (V˜ , W˜ , ϕ˜) is a U(p, q)-Higgs bundle.
Another piece of convenient notation is the following. Let (Vi, ϕi) be Sp(2ni,R)-Higgs
bundles and let n =
∑
ni. We can define an Sp(2n,R)-Higgs bundle (V, ϕ) by setting
V =
⊕
Vi and ϕ =
∑
ϕi
by using the canonical inclusions H0(K ⊗ (S2Vi ⊕ S
2V ∗i )) ⊂ H
0(K ⊗ (S2V ⊕ S2V ∗)). We
shall slightly abuse language and write (V, ϕ) =
⊕
(Vi, ϕi), referring to this as the direct
sum of the (Vi, ϕi).
With all this understood, we can state our structure theorem on polystable Sp(2n,R)-
Higgs bundles from Section 2.10 as follows.
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Proposition 4.14. Let (V, ϕ) be a polystable Sp(2n,R)-Higgs bundle. Then there is a
decomposition
(V, ϕ) = (V1, ϕ1)⊕ · · · ⊕ (Vk, ϕk),
unique up to reordering, such that each (Vi, ϕi) is a stable Gi-Higgs bundle, where Gi is
one of the following groups: Sp(2ni,R) (with ϕ 6= 0), U(ni) or U(pi, qi).
4.7. GL(n,R)-Higgs bundles. Throughout this paper we have worked with G-Higgs pairs
for connected G. Thus the theory developed does not apply directly to the disconnected
group G = GL(n,R). However, the definitions G-Higgs pair and stability makes per-
fect sense for G = GL(n,R) and, with this stability condition, we certainly expect the
Hitchin–Kobayashi correspondence to be valid. However, for disconnected groups in gen-
eral, there are some rather subtle questions involved in developing the Hitchin–Kobayashi
correspondence (in particular in identifying the kind of parabolic subgroups which should
be considered) and we hope to come back to this question in the future. For the present
paper we shall limit ourselves to analysing the natural stability condition for L-twisted
GL(n,R)-Higgs pairs. We study this case because, when L = K2, it is important in the
study of maximal degree Sp(2n,R)-Higgs bundles (see [10]).
A maximal compact subgroup of GL(n,R) is H = O(n) and hence HC = O(n,C). Now,
if W is the standard n-dimensional complex vector space representation of O(n,C), then
the isotropy representation space is:
mC = S2W.
An L-twisted GL(n,R)-Higgs pair over X is thus a pair ((W,Q), ψ) consisting of a holo-
morphic O(n,C)-bundle, i.e. a rank n holomorphic vector bundle W over X equipped with
a non-degenerate quadratic form Q, and a section
ψ ∈ H0(L⊗ S2W ).
An equivalent definition is the following. Denote by S2QW the bundle of endomorphisms ξ
ofW which are symmetric with respect to Q i.e. such thatQ(ξ ·, ·) = Q(·, ξ ·). An L-twisted
GL(n,R)-Higgs pair over X is thus a triple (W,Q, ψ) consisting of a holomorphic O(n,C)-
bundle, i.e. a rank n holomorphic vector bundle W over X equipped with a non-degenerate
quadratic form Q, and a section
ψ ∈ H0(L⊗ S2QW ).
Note that when ψ = 0 a twisted GL(n,R)-Higgs pair is simply an orthogonal bundle.
Remark 4.15. Since the center of o(n) is trivial, α = 0 is the only possible value for which
stability of an L-twisted GL(n,R)-Higgs pair is defined.
In order to state the stability condition for twisted GL(n,R)-Higgs pairs, we first intro-
duce some notation. For any filtration of vector bundles
W = (0 = W0 (W1 (W2 ( · · · (Wk = W )
of satisfying Wj = W
⊥Q
k−j (here W
⊥Q
k−j denotes the orthogonal complement of Wk−j with
respect to Q) define
Λ(W) = {(λ1, λ2, . . . , λk) ∈ R
k | λi ≤ λi+1 and λi + λk−i+1 = 0 for any i }.
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Define for any λ ∈ Λ(W) the following bundle.
N(W, λ) =
∑
λi+λj≤0
L⊗Wi ⊗S Wj .
Also we define
d(W, λ) =
k−1∑
j=1
(λj − λj+1) degWj
(note that the quadratic form Q induces an isomorphism W ≃ W ∗ so degW = degWk =
0).
According to Section 2.8 (see also [6]) the stability conditions (for α = 0) for an L-twisted
GL(n,R)-Higgs pair can now be stated as follows.
Proposition 4.16. an L-twisted GL(n,R)-Higgs pair (W,Q, ψ) is semistable if for all
filtrationsW as above and all λ ∈ Λ(W) such that ψ ∈ H0(N(W, λ)), we have d(W, λ) ≥ 0.
The pair (W,ψ) is stable if it is semistable and for any choice of filtrationW and nonzero
λ ∈ Λ(W) such that ψ ∈ H0(N(W, λ)), we have d(W, λ) > 0.
The pair (W,ψ) is polystable if it is semistable and for any filtration W as above and
λ ∈ Λ(W) satisfying λi < λi+1 for each i, ψ ∈ H
0(N(W, λ)) and d(W, λ) = 0, there is an
isomorphism
W ≃W1 ⊕W2/W1 ⊕ · · · ⊕Wk/Wk−1
such that pairing via Q any element of the summand Wi/Wi−1 with an element of the
summand Wj/Wj−1 is zero unless i+ j = k + 1; furthermore, via this isomorphism,
ψ ∈ H0(
⊕
λi+λj=0
L⊗ (Wi/Wi−1)⊗S (Wj/Wj−1)).
There is a simplification of the stability condition for L-twisted GL(n,R)-Higgs pairs
analogous to Theorem 4.9.
Theorem 4.17. Let (W,Q, ψ) be a L-twisted GL(n,R)-Higgs pair. Then (W,Q, ψ) is
semistable if and only if deg(W ′) ≤ 0 for any isotropic and ψ-invariant subbundleW ′ ⊂W .
Furthermore, (W,Q, ψ) is stable if and only if it is semistable and deg(W ′) < 0 for any
isotropic and ψ-invariant strict subbundle 0 6= W ′ ⊂W . Finally, (W,Q, ψ) is polystable if
and only if it is semistable and, for any isotropic (respectively. coisotropic) and ψ-invariant
strict subbundle 0 6= W ′ ⊂ W such that deg(W ′) = 0, there is another coisotropic (resp.
isotropic) and ψ-invariant subbundle 0 6= W ′′ ⊂W such that W ≃ W ′ ⊕W ′′.
Proof. The proof is analogous to the proofs of Theorem 4.9. Take an L-twisted GL(n,R)-
Higgs pair ((W,Q), ψ), and assume that for any isotropic subbundle W ′ ⊂ W such that
ψ ∈ H0(S2W ′⊥Q⊕W ′⊗SW⊗L) the inequality degW
′ ≤ 0 holds. We also assume that ψ is
nonzero, for otherwise the result follows from the usual characterization of (semi)stability
for SO(n,C)-principal bundles due to Ramanathan (see [17]). We want to prove that
((W,Q), ψ) is semistable. Choose any filtration W = (0 ( W1 ( W2 ( · · · ( Wk = W )
satisfying Wk−i = W
⊥Ω
i for any i. Consider the convex set
Λ(W, ψ) = {λ ∈ Λ(W) | ψ ∈ N(W, λ)} ⊂ Rk.
Define for any i, j the subbundle
Di,j = Wi ⊗S Wj +Wi−1 ⊗S W +W ⊗S Wj−1 ⊂ S
2W.
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A tuple λ = (λ1, . . . , λk) ∈ Λ(W) belongs to Λ(W, ψ) if and only if:
for any i, j such that ψ is contained in H0(L⊗Di,j) but is not contained in
the sum H0(L⊗Di−1,j) +H
0(L⊗Di,j−1), we have λi + λj ≤ 0.
Hence Λ(W, ψ) is the intersection of Λ(W) with the set of points in Rk satisfying a collection
of inequalities of the form λa+λb ≤ 0 and λc+λd ≥ 0 (the latter follow from the restrictions
λi+λk−i+1 = 0). Since Λ(W) does not contain any line, a fortiori Λ(W, ψ) neither does, so
(using Lemma 4.13) Λ(W, ψ) is the convex hull of a set of half lines {R≥0Li | i ∈ I}, where
Li = (−1, . . . ,−1, 0, . . . , 0, 1, . . . , 1) contains i copies of −1 and i copies of 1. Consequently,
we have
d(W, λ) ≥ 0 for any λ ∈ Λ(W, ψ) ⇐⇒ d(W, Li) ≥ 0 for any i ∈ I .
It follows from the definition that N(W, Li) = Wi⊗SW +S
2Wk−i and since Wk−i = W
⊥Q
i
the condition Li ∈ Λ(W, ψ) can be translated into the condition
ψ ∈ H0(S2W
⊥Q
i ⊕Wi ⊗S W ⊗ L).
One computes d(W, Li) = − degWk−i−degWi. On the other hand, since we have an exact
sequence 0 → Wk−i → W
∗ → Wi∗ → 0 (the injective arrow is given by the pairing with
the quadratic form Q) we have 0 = degW ∗ = degWk−i + degW
∗
i , so degWk−i = degWi
and consequently d(W, Li) ≥ 0 is equivalent to degWi ≤ 0, which holds by assumption.
Hence ((W,Q), ψ) is semistable.
The converse statement, namely, that if ((W,Q), ψ) is semistable then for any isotropic
subbundle W ′ ⊂ W such that Φ(W ′) ⊂ L ⊗ W ′ we have degW ′ ≤ 0 is immediate by
applying the stability condition of the filtration 0 ⊂ W ′ ⊂W ′⊥Q ⊂W .
Finally, the proof of the second statement on stability is very similar to the case of
semistability, so we omit it. The statement on polystability is also straightforward. 
Remark 4.18. The condition ψ ∈ H0(S2W
⊥Q
1 ⊕W1 ⊗S W ⊗ L) is equivalent to ψ˜(W1) ⊆
W1 ⊗ L, where ψ˜ = ψ ◦Q : W → W ⊗ L.
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